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Abstract
A self-organized system starts from disorder and reaches some kind of order
by utilizing local interactions between its parts. Order in self-organized systems emerges due to positive feedback and random perturbations as agents
interact with each other. The emergent order in the system is some global
goal, such as a flock of birds or a school of fish moving in one direction at
the same speed as a whole. This dissertation is focused on the cybernetics
definition of self-organized systems.
In my dissertation I first covered information dissemination. My goal was
to enhance information dissemination protocols used in a MANET environment with adaptability. To accomplish this, I first designed the system to
evaluate protocol instances and measure their performance in a distributed
manner. Next I defined a genetic programming language (GPDISS) to represent different implementations of well-known protocols and variants that
arise during the application of genetic operators. My proposed solution makes
information dissemination protocols more adaptive and enable them to function in previously unknown environments.
Next I focused on patrolling, coordinating multiple agents on a graph in
order to visit points of interest defined by the user in a timely manner. Patrolling can be useful for several defensive tasks, such as guarding a physical
space with UAVs or for precision agriculture, where UAVs or other agents
gather measurements about the crops. I proposed a self-organized graph partitioning algorithm to use in a multi-agent patrolling scenario. The proposed
algorithm enables scalable patrolling for large numbers of agents, utilizing
less resources (agents) than the state of the art.
In the last chapter I introduced a formulation of the binary decision problem in robotic swarms. In this part of the dissertation I focused on a problem
involving an order of magnitude more agents than the patrolling problem.
Efficient decision making is important as it enables robots to overcome their
inherent limitations. Incapable and underpowered robots can arrive at robust decisions together as a collective. My solution enables efficient, fast and
reliable decision making for robotic swarms in environments previously not
handled by the state of the art algorithms.
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Introduction
This chapter provides an introduction to my dissertation, it helps the reader
position the topics I will cover in future chapters and state the importance of
those topics. A self-organized system starts from disorder and reaches some
kind of order by utilizing local interactions between its parts[1]. Order in
self-organized systems emerges due to positive feedback and random perturbations as agents interact with each other. The emergent order in the system
is some global goal, such as a flock of birds or a school of fish moving in one
direction at the same speed as a whole. This dissertation is focused on the
cybernetics definition of self-organized systems, like in [1] and [2].
Parts of the system will be called agents in this dissertation and are
defined as autonomous entities able to communicate with each other in a
limited (local) area and carry out computations, such as applying basic rules
to incoming messages and measurements taken in the environment. Agents
can be anything from software components, such as services in a distributed
system, ants or even cars or traffic lights in a modern vehicular network
scenario. Agents forming the system act autonomously, and based on local
information, in order to solve a problem they would not be able to solve on
their own. For example a single ant would never be able to build a nest or
find the preferred location to the next nest to be built. Parts of the system
need to work closely together, influence each other through local interactions
and work together towards a larger, global goal.
Biological systems provide us with a great source of inspiration regarding
self-organization. In the communities of animals or insects there is no central
control, no information source available to everyone real-time. Instead they
abide by the same rules, communicate locally in their own very specific ways
and work together, locally interacting with each other, to achieve something
greater than themselves. A colony of ants or a group of honeybees[3, 4, 5, 6]
are able to deal with complex decision problems such as selecting a new
1

nesting site, or a new source of food they should harvest from. Birds and
fish flock by synchronizing their speed and direction of movement to their
neighbors[7, 8]. Lane formation for example occurs in ants [9] and human
movement patterns [10, 11].
The self-organized paradigm offers great potential and advantages when it
comes to distributed system design. Local interactions between agents enable
the system to evolve and adapt to changing conditions, and also enables a
much higher level of parallelism than traditional centralized systems. Selforganized systems can be more robust than their centralized counterparts,
as there is no single point of failure present. In my dissertation I applied
the ideas from these biological systems to give novel solutions to problems
such as information dissemination in Chapter 1, efficient graph patrolling in
Chapter 2 and decision making in a swarm of robots in Chapter 3. All my
solutions are based around the same guiding principle: simple agents can
create complex behaviors through local interactions, positive feedback and
random perturbations.

Research Objectives and Thesis Structure
My dissertation builds on the idea of self-organized systems and starts with
a really low level communication primitive in Chapter 1: information dissemination. The goal with that communication primitive is to disseminate
messages in a mobile ad hoc network with minimal overhead, while still ensuring that all agents in the system receive the messages. Applications that
depend on their neighbors’ state explicitly or implicitly use this primitive.
Every agent in the system uses some form of an information dissemination
protocol to decide whether to broadcast a message it received or not. The
implementation of these protocols and their input parameters are the difference between well-known heuristics that are known to work in different kinds
of environments.
The goal in Chapter 1 is to enhance these protocols with adaptability and
enable them to change in order to perform better in a particular scenario. To
accomplish this, I first designed the system for measuring the performance
of different protocol implementations by the agents. This system utilizes online distributed genetic programming to find the best implementation of the
information dissemination protocols. Next I defined a genetic programming
language (GPDISS) to represent different implementations of well-known
2

protocols and variants of them that arise during the application of genetic
operators, such as crossover and mutation.
In Chapter 1 I show that these protocols can evolve like living organisms
and they can adapt to their environment. Furthermore, if there are instances
with bad intentions in the system, during the process of evolution they will
be eliminated, therefore the system has its own built-in defenses against
malicious attackers.
Thesis 1.1 I have proposed a genetic programming language, called Genetic
Programming language for information DISSemination ( GPDISS), to represent the protocol instances in the on-line genetic programming system with
specific extensions to multi-hop broadcast protocols. GPDISS ensures syntactic correctness of the resulting protocol instances with respect to crossover
and mutation. [B1, J1, J2, C1, C2]
Thesis 1.2 I have proposed an on-line genetic programming system to enable
the evolution of data dissemination protocols in mobile ad-hoc networks. The
system evaluates protocols, gathers performance metrics and creates new protocols utilizing genetic programming primitives, such as selection, crossover
and mutation. Decision inversion and the budget based execution model ensures that the system is scalable. [B1, J1, J2, C1, C2]
Thesis 1.3 I have shown that local performance metrics available in individual agents accurately approximate the globally observable performance of
each individual in the system. Evaluated with Pearson, Kendall and Spearman correlation metrics, the coefficients between local and global scores are
greater than 0.91. [B1, J1, J2, C1, C2]
Thesis 1.4 I have shown that by using the GPDISS genetic programming
language and the proposed on-line protocol evolution system, the performance
of protocol instances can be improved over time by 50%. [B1, J1, J2, C1, C2]
Thesis 1.5 I have shown that the number of duplicate messages can be reduced by approximately 60% with the ratio of agents initialized with Aggressive Flooding Protocol ( AgrF) being 70% in the system. [B1, J1, J2, C1, C2]
3

Chapter 2 departs from low-level communication primitives and applies
the self-organizing paradigm to the well-known problem of patrolling nodes
of a graph. I build on the assumption that low level communication is efficient and again propose an optimization approach to form non-overlapping
partitions on a general graph. Each agent maintains a partition (subgraph
of the original) and the partition is managed by the agent only. Agents communicate their partitions to each other and form their partitions in order to
efficiently cover the whole graph.
First I define the problem of patrolling on general graphs, compare different, already existing approaches. Next I propose a self-organized partition
forming algorithm that scales well and is able to escape local minima and
arrive at a partitioning that is balanced, meaning that each subgraph consists of an approximately equal number of connected nodes of the original
graph. The proposed partition forming algorithm is scalable, meaning that
increasing the number of agents in the system costs only a linear increase in
time to arrive at a balanced partitioning. This latter property indicates that
this partitioning approach is able to handle large graphs and large number
of agents, which was previously impossible with planning and centralized approaches. In the last part of the chapter I compare my proposed approach,
Partition Based Patrolling Strategy (PBPS), with two well-known patrolling
strategies to highlight the benefits of using partitions for patrolling over other
approaches.
Thesis 2.1 I have proposed a distributed algorithm, Partition Based Patrolling Strategy ( PBPS), to partition a connected general graph into connected subgraphs using the node number cost function. Part of the algorithm
is a novel long distance error metric, calculated by the agents in a distributed
manner, to aid partition forming overcoming local minima and resulting in
partition sizes with variance below 1.14 and index of dispersion below 0.15.
[C9, J5]
Thesis 2.2 I have shown that the time needed to partition a graph using the
proposed Partition Based Patrolling Strategy ( PBPS) algorithm grows sublinearly with the number of agents in the system. I have also shown that the
number of nodes is approximately equal in each resulting partition, therefore
the partitioning is approximately optimal (with respect to the number of nodes
metric). [C9, J5]
4

Thesis 2.3 PBPS outperforms well-known, state of the art algorithms, such
as Conscientious Reactive ( CR), State Exchange Bayesian Strategy ( SEBS)
and Multilevel Graph Partitioning ( MSP) algorithms with regard to the worst
idleness distribution with only the graph structure as a priori information.
[C9, J5]
Thesis 2.4 I have shown that using the PBPS algorithm, the average number of agents needed to fulfill a worst idleness guarantee is half what is required
with other state of the art patrolling strategies. [C9, J5]
I got the unique opportunity to participate in the development of a new
hardware (Kilogrid) for swarm robotics experiments that is supposed to enable large scale robotic experiments (100 or more robots) with the Kilobot
hardware, by providing virtual sensors and actuators to enhance the robots
capabilities. I highlight the possibilities of this system by performing an
experiment with 100 Kilobots in the end of the chapter.
Efficient decision making is an important task in any biological system
and also in swarms of robots. In this chapter I study the binary decision
problem in a new configuration, that according to my knowledge have not
been studied before. I first proceed with introducing the decision problem
and the ordinary differential equation model that can be used to simulate
the swarm decision making process. I propose a new modulation mechanism
(function regulating the opinion dissemination time of agents), mixed, that
ensures correct decisions by the swarm in the studied configuration. Exhaustive simulations were performed on the IRIDIA compute cluster to study the
behavior of two well-known (indirect and direct) and a newly proposed mixed
modulation mechanism for the binary decision problem.
In the second part of the chapter I introduce the kilob behavior library
developed for the Kilogrid and the Kilobot to work together seamlessly, enable reproducible experiments and cut down on bugs and programmer effort
by offering tested implementations of well-known behaviors, such as random
walk, message handling, gradient following, etc.
The final part of the chapter reports the binary decision experiment performed with the completed Kilogrid hardware and 100 Kilobots. First I
walk through the process of determining the experiment’s parameters and
then discuss the results. This part of the chapter puts together the three
pieces introduced before: the theoretical model, the Kilogrid and the kilob
behaviors.
5

Thesis 3.1 I have shown that the proposed mixed modulation for decision
problems increases the number of initial conditions that result in consensus
on the desired opinion compared to direct modulation by more than 25% for
easy (ρb = 0.5) and more than 10% for hard (ρb = 0.9) configurations, where
qa > qb . [C8, J4]
Thesis 3.2 I have proposed a software library (kilob) to aid the reproducibility of swarm robotics experiments performed with Kilobots. I have validated
the performance advantages of the mixed modulation over direct and indirect
modulations in experiments with 100 Kilobots on the Kilogrid hardware using
the proposed kilob software library. mixed modulation arrived at consensus
approximately 35% faster than direct with the majority rule groupsize G = 5.
[C8, J4]

Research Methodology
All three chapters of my research use well-known analytical tools frequently
applied to self-organized systems. In the first chapter I utilize genetic programming and well-known correlation measures to implement protocol evolution and show the correlation between local and global performance metrics. In the second chapter I use graph theory to define utility functions for
the partition forming. The third chapter builds on an Ordinary Differential Equations (ODE) model to predict the outcome of the studied decision
making problem.
Results of Chapter 1 and 2 were obtained using custom made simulators
written in the Java and Python languages. Post processing and plotting of
the results were done with the R programming language made for statistical
computing.
In Chapter 3 I utilized the Kilogrid experiment hardware that I helped
build and develop, made specifically for swarm robotics research. I was using
the Kilogrid and 100 Kilobots along with the ODE model to design the
experiments detailed in that chapter.
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Chapter 1
Autonomous Online Evolution
of Communication Protocols
1.1

Introduction

This chapter deals with the problem of information dissemination in a Mobile Ad Hoc Network (MANET) environment. A MANET consist of nodes
(in this chapter I’ll refer to them as agents) communicating over a wireless medium. The agents involved are mobile, able to change their position
by movement. The medium in such a network is wireless, therefore messages sent by agents can be overheard by multiple other agents. Information
dissemination aims to deliver messages to every agent in the network as efficiently as possible. It is a very important building block for any application,
where establishing some kind of global knowledge in the system is necessary.
Use cases, where agents’ decisions depend on knowledge about the state of
even local (1-2 hop) neighborhoods implicitly or explicitly use information
dissemination to maintain a more or less consistent view of the state of the
system.
Agents taking part in information dissemination are essentially deciding
whether to forward a received message and when, or to drop it. The implementation and the input parameters of this decision function is what defines
the performance characteristics of information dissemination in a MANET.
From now on I will refer to the information dissemination primitive as a
protocol, not in the sense of a frame format to encapsulate data, but a set
of rules to decide what to do with incoming messages. The implementation
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of this low level primitive is crucial in every scenario, where a MANET is
utilized.
Typically a tradeoff between messaging overhead and the transmitted
information content needs to be found. Too chatty protocols on one hand
waste resources such as bandwidth and processing power, on the other hand
they can cause unnecessary interference on the wireless medium, effectively
blocking other agents from using the channel. On the other end of the spectrum are the tight-lipped communication strategies that can hinder the flow
of information, and as a consequence, impede the effective operation of the
system. Selecting the proper implementation of information dissemination
becomes especially challenging in networks with highly dynamic structure
and highly dynamic load characteristics: for example in a MANET.
Studies indicate that while there is no clear answer for this problem in
general, it makes sense to evaluate the performance of different implementations for a certain problem case [12, 13, 14, 15]. The idea is to abandon the
classic approach, where the broadcast primitive is a static building block of
the system and introduce the principle of autonomous protocol selection and
protocol evolution:
• Protocol selection means that existing protocol instances compete for
being selected for use.
• Protocol evolution means that new protocol instances get created systematically, by combining and modifying existing protocols, in order to
enable the emergence of even more successful instances.
In either case, agents somehow have to choose, from a set of information
dissemination implementations, the best one according to a cost function.
For this to work they need to measure the performance of different protocols
in the system. Agents can either seek this performance evaluation actively,
by querying their neighbors and the system, or they can gather information
in a passive way, by measuring local performance metrics for protocols they
receive messages from. The latter approach is called inverted decision and
means that agents make their decisions autonomously, without using any
globally available information. This approach enables the system to be highly
distributed as synchronization is not needed between the agents.
This is a drastic departure from traditional protocol engineering: clearly,
the vision of protocols changing and shaping in an online manner during the
8

system’s normal operation is a drastic image, and rather different form the
mainstream of the state of the art. A significant advantage is that the evolution mechanism removes the burden of designing communication protocols
manually. The use of machine intelligence not only reduces costs but with
a suitable evolution and selection model, also guarantees the emergence of
successful protocols in the end. Another advantage is that the distributed,
purely local selection mechanism adds flexibility and fault tolerance: enables
nodes to adapt to the very local challenges. The presence of multitudes of
protocols in the system at each moment guarantee that there will always be
(or emerge) suitable protocols for unseen situations.
The structure of this chapter is as follows. In Section 1.2 the background
of the problem as well as related work is discussed. In Section 1.3 I introduce
genetic programming and the proposed genetic programming language to
represent the individuals that genetic operators, such as selection, crossover
and mutation will act on. Section 1.4 describes the vision of autonomous
protocol evolution and its main ideas. Here the focus is on the genetic programming framework for the information dissemination problem. Sections
1.5, 1.6 and 1.6 present the results of the experimental evaluation where I
analyzed the course of evolution with different initial protocol distributions.
In Section 1.8 I give my overall conclusions.

1.2

Multihop Broadcast and Protocol Optimization Directions

This section discusses the background and related work of the information
dissemination problem. I will introduce multihop broadcast and present the
difficulties implementing such protocols, then I investigate the known directions for protocol optimization.
In a MANET environment information dissemination is implemented by
multihop broadcast. It is called multihop, because agents are not connected
directly in a large system, therefore messages need to be sent by multiple
agents to cover everyone in the system. Multihop broadcast is basically
an extension of local broadcast, where every agent receiving messages can
decide whether it will forward that message or not. Efficient implementation
of this service can maximize the number of agents receiving messages in the
system, while minimizing usage of the wireless channel. By nature, this
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kind of service consumes a significant amount of resources (channel usage,
collisions), therefore optimization is of high importance.
One dangerous phenomenon that can occur when implementing multihop
broadcast is the so called Broadcast Storm [16], that happens when multiple
nodes start broadcasting a message simultaneously after receiving it from
a common source node, leading to excessive collisions. The root cause of
this phenomenon is that the common assumption used in protocol design,
that traffic patterns of neighboring nodes are uncorrelated with each other,
is not valid for this case. In the case of multihop broadcast, several nodes
may decide to transmit at the same time, and collide even with using some
kind of backoff mechanism. To avoid this scenario, protocols used for information dissemination usually have means to decorrelate the traffic among
neighbors, for example by waiting for a random amount of time after the last
transmission or between messages (like the RAD in APF[17] protocol).
Various literature sources investigate possible protocols for multihop broadcast and their performance characteristics, a few examples are [12, 13, 14, 15].
Authors in [18] also give a theoretical upper bound for the worst-case performance of their algorithm.
Results suggest that there is no general solution, as the performance of
a protocol heavily depends on attributes of the environment, like mobility
patterns, variable speed and density of agents; transmission technology, and
traffic models. Selecting the suitable protocol, therefore, requires deep and
exact knowledge about the actual environment. However, that is generally
hard to acquire, given the complex factors involved, such as human behavior
influencing the mobility pattern of the agents, or the amount of messages
agents have to disseminate, which is dependent on the task at hand. Worse,
the environment might change over time, through appearance and disappearance of agents, technology turnovers, or changes in the usage practice, i.e.
human habits; therefore any static off-line design will always be a compromise.
The issues above raise the question whether an automated, online, adaptive approach could solve the matter of obtaining the best protocols for a
given situation. The use of online, adaptive techniques for protocol optimization (i.e. fine tuning of operational parameters on-the-fly) is a known, but
not widely used practice. For protocols, even if machine learning is applied,
this step typically happens during the manual design phase, and not as part
of the operation of the actual system. An exception is [19], where authors
used online machine learning to approximate the behavior of sophisticated
10

broadcast algorithms and found that simple heuristics were able to reproduce
the sophisticated algorithms with 87% accuracy. This result indicates that
in practice small but powerful heuristics can provide good approximations
instead of sophisticated calculations. Note that Colagrosso’s work uses predefined (fixed) protocol bodies, and aims to optimize the runtime parameters
of these protocols. My approach goes one step further: the protocol body
itself is also an emergent, ever-changing element. Modifying the body of the
protocols might enable the system greater adaptability and therefore more
efficient communication.
The idea of on-the-fly protocol selection or protocol switching has been
present for many years in other areas, such as in cryptography. In the field of
telecommunication protocols, [19] proposed the idea of using machine learning to switch between a small set of predefined protocols in order to accommodate to the recent topology changes. In [20] authors proposed stigmergic
communication and natural selection for online, automatic protocol replacement. Natural selection as a tool is not unheard of in this area, in [21] authors
applied a form of natural selection for parameter optimization of protocols
used in a MANET, using explicit feedback from neighboring nodes.

1.3

Genetic Programming language for information DISSemination (GPDISS)

Thesis 1.1 I have proposed a genetic programming language, called Genetic
Programming language for information DISSemination ( GPDISS), to represent the protocol instances in the on-line genetic programming system with
specific extensions to multi-hop broadcast protocols. GPDISS ensures syntactic correctness of the resulting protocol instances with respect to crossover
and mutation. [B1, J1, J2, C1, C2]
The variety of challenges present in information dissemination protocols
for MANETS, such as the unpredictability of the position or speed of the
agents, changing topology and the diversity of devices, makes it an ideal
target for genetic programming. Protocols need to cope with numerous and
more or less distinct aspects of the problem; hence, these aspects can be
freely blended by the genetic algorithm so that the blend is still likely to
make sense. Human-designed protocols typically have distinct “sweet spots”:
working best under different conditions. By increasing the diversity of the
11

protocols and enabling them to adapt freely to the current environmental
conditions through evolution, it is possible to always maintain a protocol
or a family of protocols that works well in the current environment. This
approach can also be considered as an automated protocol design tool. In
this section a protocol representation language and the tools used in protocol composition will be introduced along with genetic programming. In
order to make genetic programming and evolution of protocols possible, the
representation of individuals in the genetic programming system (protocols)
needs careful consideration. As the protocols in the system are no longer
engineered by humans, a lightweight, flexible and robust formal description
is needed which suits genetic operators.
Genetic algorithms are biologically inspired random search algorithms directed towards a global optimum, based on generations of solution candidates
(individuals). In each round, the algorithm evaluates individuals with a fitness function; then, the next generation gets produced by applying genetic
operators (crossover and mutation) on the selected individuals of the current
generation. Genetic programming (GP) is a form of genetic algorithm, where
individuals are programs composed of instructions in a particular programming language. When using GP one can generally distinguish on-line and
off-line approaches. “Off-line” means that solutions are generated during a
design phase, and the result is then used unmodified in the operational phase
of the system; while in the “on-line” case the evolution itself is part of the
system and new solution instances are generated continuously, during the
system’s normal operation. According to state of the art, on-line genetic
programming has not been applied in the area of information dissemination
protocols before. While it provides many benefits, the use of GP also has
certain design consequences. Fine-tuning the system becomes problematic,
as evolution tends to produce individuals that circumvent human imposed
rules and design patterns. GP also generates a large amount of individuals,
meaning that obtaining insight becomes harder (it is impossible to inspect
all the generated individuals manually).
The success of any genetic algorithm relies on a carefully designed fitness
function. In ad hoc systems the unavailability of global, system-wide data
demands a careful approach to fitness calculation, as actively collecting any
kind of performance metric may easily result in a prohibitive amount of
channel usage. Therefore passive approaches are preferred, where agents can
infer performance metrics from received messages only.
In a genetic programming environment protocols must be represented
12

by their program code. However, to use a general purpose programming
language as the protocol representation would be problematic because the
application of genetic operators could result in frequent syntactic errors and
uninterpretable code. To avoid these issues, several GP specific languages
were designed. The Push language[22] was selected as a starting point for the
design of my language, called Genetic Programming language for information
DISSemination (GPDISS).
Push is a natural choice, as it is a widely known and used language in GP
related research, and Push code is relatively easy to interpret by humans.
Artificial chemistries were also considered [23], particularly the Fraglets language by [24], which was used to conduct experiments in protocol evolution
in [25]. However, artificial chemistry based languages are notoriously hard
to analyze manually, therefore I decided to exclude these languages from my
experiments.
Push is a stack based language, meaning, that its instructions do not have
explicit arguments, instead, they are taken from the stack associated with
the types of parameters. For example, an “if” instruction takes one argument
from the top of the Boolean stack. This enables a mutation and crossover
friendly, flexible syntax. Syntactic correctness of the protocol instances is
always ensured in GPDISS, because instructions are executed linearly, there
is no precedence between them and no explicit arguments. Therefore all
combinations of the instructions are valid GPDISS code.
When defining GPDISS, I borrowed ideas from Push, but augmented
it with new instructions and introduced new concepts in order to provide
a better fit for the information dissemination problem. The modifications
include:
• Extended instruction set in order to match the multihop broadcast
problem.
• The concept of typed event handlers that simplify the crossover of
message handling routines.
• A new data type (relation type) to describe complex data relationships.
This is particularly useful for modeling graph-like structures.
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Stack

Instruction

Description

*

dup, drop, swap,rotate, hold,

Common instructions available on all stacks imple-

release

menting common stack manipulation operators.

number

add, div, mult, random

Simple floating point arithmetic and random number

bool

and, or, not, if, while

Boolean logic (usually for control flow).

list

additem,

Typed list handling. Common operations are avail-

generation.

nth,

remove first,

delete duplicates
relation

messages

addpair,

union,

able.
join,

re-

Typed relations are like two column tables. They can

move first, invert, intersect

be filtered, joined, intersected, etc.

send, sender

Common instructions for handling all types of messages.

timers

id, start timer

-

else, endif, do, return

Timers can be used to schedule different tasks at different points in time.
Control flow constructs.

Table 1.1: Extended instruction set of the GPDISS programming language.

1.3.1

Extended instruction set

The most important instructions of GPDISS are shown in Table 1.1. The set
of operations include control instructions, basic arithmetic and logic operators, control flow, messaging, timers, and the handling of complex data using
relations. The relation stack was introduced to the instruction set specifically
to model the neighbor structure used by numerous already existing information dissemination protocols. Note that this particular instruction set was
designed for the multihop broadcast problem. For a different problem a
slightly different instruction set may be required.

1.3.2

Event handlers

Instead of defining programs monolithically, multiple hooks were defined,
called event handlers, that protocols may use to implement their logic. Therefore, the code of a protocol is a list of assembly-like instructions grouped into
event handlers.
Each message type has its own event handler (described in Table 1.2),
which gets invoked when a message of that type arrives. It is important to
note, that the structure of messages cannot be altered by protocol instances
14

Message type

Event handler

data

The common wrapper for all data messages in the system. Data messages
contain payload originating from a node with the goal of reaching all nodes
in the system.

neighbor

Neighbor messages contain neighbor information of the sender nodes. This
can be used to locally map the connectivity graph of the network

timer

Internal event handler. A protocol receives a timer event when one of its
timers fire. One can use it to implement features such as Random Assessment
Delay (a transmission delay used in broadcast protocols)

init

Internal event handler. Protocols receive this event once upon initialization,
before the first message arrives to them.

Table 1.2: Event handlers in GPDISS
through evolution. Only the message handlers are subject to genetic operators. This choice reflects a conservative approach to GP, restricting the
protocols to use control primitives and message types already known and
considered useful. It is currently impossible for protocols to “grow” their
own custom messages. This design decision was motivated by the fact that
it would take an order of magnitude longer (if at all possible) for the system to do meaningful evolution / natural selection if the participating agents
were dealing with a constantly changing message structure. It is important
to note, however, that the order of messages are not restricted in any way,
nor is it enforced for messages to be processed (event handlers may skip any
message), therefore there is still a large degree of freedom for protocols to
explore.

1.3.3

Relation type

A new data type, called “relation”, and a set of accompanying instructions
were devised in order to enable efficient calculations on graph structures,
tabular data, or trees, as these are common in broadcast protocols. On the
relation stack ordered, typed pairs of objects can be stored. Relations can be
imagined as two column tables, the first column being the key, and the second
column being the value. The key and the value columns are typed, which
means they receive their content from the appropriate typed stack. Relations
give a new dimension to stored data by describing relationships between the
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objects on the stacks. Relations are immutable: every operation creates a
new instance on the relation stack. With the help of the operations defined
on relations, sophisticated data manipulations are possible, such as filtering
by key or value, intersecting, joining, subtracting or creating the union of two
relations. The code snippet in Listing 1.1 creates a new relation containing
the agent’s direct neighbors, supposing that the agent already has a neighbor
map (agentId-agentId pairs) of the network in its vicinity on top of its relation stack. Agents gather these information usually by broadcasting HELLO
messages periodically. In the GPDISS there is an event handler specifically
for this type of message (see 1.2), therefore algorithms dependent on a network graph or information about the number of agents in the neighborhood
can build their own structures representing their neighborhood.
Listing 1.1: Filtering direct neighbors in GPDISS
r e l a t i o n . dup // P u s h e s a copy o f t h e r e l a t i o n t o t h e r e l a t i o n s t a c k
r e l a t i o n . dup // P u s h e s a copy o f t h e r e l a t i o n t o t h e r e l a t i o n s t a c k
node . s e l f
// P u s h e s t h e i d e n t i f i e r o f t h e node t o t h e node s t a c k
// S t e p 1 : l o o k up my d i r e c t n e i g h b o r s
// F i l t e r s t h e t o p e l e m e n t o f t h e r e l a t i o n s t a c k by key ,
rows whoose key column e q u a l s t o t h e node
r e l a t i o n . f i l t e r k e y eq

leaving

// S t e p 2 : l o o k up n e i g h b o r s o f t h e n e i g h b o r s
// J o i n s t h e two r e l a t i o n s ( f i l t e r e d one and t h e o r i g i n a l ) ,
a g e n t ’ s n e i g h b o r ’ s n e i g h b o r s i n t h e o r i g i n a l map
relation . join

1.3.4

so

only

( for
( for

Step1 )
Step2 )

those

finding

the

Demonstration: APF data handler implemented
in GPDISS

To demonstrate the usage of GPDISS language and event handlers, I present
here the implementation of a basic information dissemination, the Adaptive
Periodic Flood (APF)[17]. APF is a controlled flooding protocol, which
achieves better performance than Blind Flood (BF), without the use of control messages. An agent using APF periodically transmits all the messages
it possesses to all neighbors it encounters. However, when it detects that
there is another agent sending similar messages, it increases the period of
broadcast, to reduce the total channel usage and the chance of interference.
In Listing 1.2, the event handler that is activated when the protocol instance
receives a message is shown. It uses two lists storing data messages. The
list on the top of the list stack is referred to as “to send” and contains the
messages the agent is about to send when the timer fires. The next list on
the stack is referred to as “seen” and it contains the data messages the agent
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received so far. This list is used to detect duplicate incoming messages and
reduce the rate of periodic transmissions. Actual sending of messages is done
in the timer handler that is invoked whenever the timer fires.
Listing 1.2: APF data handler in GPDISS
<!−− Program l o g i c i n p s e u d o c o d e
On r e c e i v e ( d a t a : DataMessage ) {
d e l t a := 2
i f c o n t a i n s ( seen , data ) then
p e r i o d := p e r i o d + d e l t a
// I n c r e a s e s t h e b r o a d c a s t p e r i o d
else
// Adds t h e r e c e i v e d m e s s a g e t o t h e l i s t o f m e s s a g e s t o s e n d
t o s e n d := t o s e n d + d a t a
s e e n := s e e n + d a t a // S a v e s t h e m e s s a g e t o t h e s e e n l i s t
}
−−>
h a n d l e r d a t a { // I n v o k e d i f a new d a t a m e s s a g e i s r e c e i v e d
// Data between e v e n t h a n d l e r s i s s h a r e d v i a a g l o b a l s t a c k
number . p o p g l o b a l // Gets t h e s e n d i n g p e r i o d from t h e g l o b a l s t a c k
l i s t . popglobal
// Gets t h e t o s e n d l i s t from t h e g l o b a l s t a c k
l i s t . popglobal
// Gets t h e s e e n l i s t from t h e g l o b a l s t a c k
d a t a . dup
// Makes a copy o f t h e d a t a m e s s a g e
// Checks i f t h e d a t a m e s s a g e ( t o p o f t h e d a t a s t a c k ) i s i n t h e s e e n
// ( t o p o f t h e l i s t s t a c k ) , and p u t s t h e r e s u l t t o t h e b o o l s t a c k .
// ( Note : t h e l i s t s a r e t y p e d . )
l i s t . i n l i s t // C o n d i t i o n comes from t h e b o o l s t a c k

list

if

// I f t h e a g e n t a l r e a d y saw t h i s m e s s a g e
number ( 2 )
// I n s t a n t i a t e s a new number w i t h v a l u e =2 ( d e l t a )
number . add // I n c r e a s e s s e n d i n g p e r i o d w i t h d e l t a
e l s e // I f t h e m e s s a g e i s new
d a t a . dup
// D u p l i c a t e s t h e m e s s a g e s o t h a t i t can be added t o two
l i s t . additem
// Adds t h e m e s s a g e t o t h e s e e n l i s t
l i s t . swap
// Swapts t h e t o s e n d and s e e n l i s t s
l i s t . additem // Add t h e m e s s a g e t o t o s e n d l i s t
l i s t . swap
endif

lists

number . p u s h g l o b a l // Puts t h e s e n d i n g p e r i o d t o t h e g l o b a l s t a c k
l i s t . pushglobal
// Puts t h e t o s e n d l i s t t o t h e g l o b a l s t a c k
l i s t . pushglobal
// Puts t h e s e e n l i s t t o t h e g l o b a l s t a c k
}

1.4

Autonomous Online Protocol Evolution

Thesis 1.2 I have proposed an on-line genetic programming system to enable
the evolution of data dissemination protocols in mobile ad-hoc networks. The
system evaluates protocols, gathers performance metrics and creates new protocols utilizing genetic programming primitives, such as selection, crossover
and mutation. Decision inversion and the budget based execution model ensures that the system is scalable. [B1, J1, J2, C1, C2]
This section describes how online, automated protocol evolution works,
comprising of three main building blocks: (i) natural selection with decision
inversion to select which protocols survive for the next round, (ii) a budget
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Figure 1.1: Flow of protocol evolution at an agent.
based execution model for the current protocol instances, and finally, (iii)
genetic operators in order to combine and mutate protocols.

1.4.1

A New Approach for Distributed Protocol Evolution

The evolution of protocols, implemented in GPDISS, is a fully distributed,
asynchronous mechanism; each agent selects and generates protocols on its
own agenda. Agents are not synchronized in the system in any way, and
there is no global information source available to them. The core process is
a loop, as visualized in Figure 1.1.
The evaluated protocols undergo a selection step, deciding which protocols survive and which end their lifetime. Surviving protocols form the surviving generation; once these are selected, genetic operators, like crossover
and mutation are used in order to introduce new protocols by combining
and/or modifying instances of the survivor generation. Each of the resulting
protocols are executed, sequentially, using a budget-based execution scheme,
giving equal opportunity to each individual of the generation to live. Finally,
the loop starts over.
Protocol evolution runs on each agent of the network, in parallel (see Figure 1.2), without any explicit synchronization with other nodes. No global
clock is assumed. Agents, as part of the inverted decision making mechanism
(described in the next subsection), discover each other’s protocols by receiv-
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Figure 1.2: Network-wide view of protocol evolution.
ing messages from their neighbors. This way a successful protocol instance
has a chance of spreading over the network from agent to agent. This fully
distributed scheme also brings fault tolerance to the system, because each
agent can act on its own, using only local information. There is no global
performance measurement, therefore there is no single point of failure in the
system.
A distributed protocol evolution model needs to answer the following
questions.
• How to measure the performance of a protocol. The decision must be
made locally, without the aid of global or wider area help, so agents
can utilize only local or nearly-local information. I have defined a set of
locally available evaluation factors to estimate the overall performance
of a protocol. In Section 1.6 I show that these local metrics are linearly
dependent, strongly associated with the global metrics, and are very
good approximators for it.
• How to avoid the communication overhead of the measurement. I propose an inverted decision making model which avoids the sending of
feedback messages, saving bandwidth and also helping the system stay
fully distributed.
• How to evaluate a set of protocols at runtime, during the system’s
normal operation. Clearly, the evaluation should happen in a fully
online manner, i.e. by sending real messages, rather than through some
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kind of internal simulation. I propose a budget based execution model
to give equal chances to each protocol to show its strength.

1.4.2

Natural Selection with Decision Inversion

Natural selection is a fundamental principle in evolutionary systems. In
this case, where the system is equipped with several protocol candidates, in
order to select the most suitable ones, agents need to be able to measure the
performance of each candidate and push the system towards the use of them.
To realize a lightweight but efficient natural selection mechanism is highly
non-trivial in this case. Protocols, in order to be successful, need to address
conflicting requirements, i.e. maximal coverage versus minimal wasted resources. These two requirements not only make the choice of evaluation
metrics hard, but also pose measurability problems, such as:
1. Only the sender node is able to reliably measure the real cost of a
successful message transmission. Lost messages, by definition, could
not be seen by other nodes.
2. Only the receiver node is able to reliably measure the number of duplicated messages.
3. Each receiver node can measure the number of local duplications (i.e.
the duplications they personally received), but they can not measure
the number of total duplications in the system.
4. In order to collect the measurement results, message forwarding is
needed over the same channel as normal (payload) messages use. Measurement messages, just like payload messages, may get lost.
The above factors imply[26] that implementing a centralized (even locally
centralized) protocol selection criterion is impractical, because the reliable
collection of performance data is both technically challenging and wasteful
in terms of channel usage. Instead, I propose a feed-forward selection method
using stigmergy and natural selection.
The solution is based on the idea of decision inversion. The naive implementation of natural selection would be that every sender agent collects the
performance metrics from its neighbors and creates the next protocol generation according to the received information. However, as explained above,
this can not be efficiently implemented in general. Instead of trying to select
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locally at the sender, the task of decision making is delegated to the receivers,
because they are in the optimal position to observe the performance of a protocol instance. Agents score and evaluate all protocols that successfully sent
messages to them. Then, the next generation of protocols can be selected at
each agent that received at least one message.
To make this possible, receivers must know the protocol that made the
decision to send the given message. This is achieved by senders attaching
a representation of the protocol itself to every payload. Such compound
packets act as a virtual seeds where the “nutritional” part of the seed is
the payload and the genetic material is the code of the sender protocol.
Agents (as receivers) collect seeds from surrounding agents and assign scores
to the protocol instances they carry. Every payload that is useful to the
receiver agent means a score for the sender protocol. Every unnecessary
message (duplicate) means a penalty to the sender protocol. Seeds with
useful nutritional parts (high scores) will survive on the receiver. The main
advantage of this inverted selection model is that performance results do not
need to travel back over the network to the sender: instead, the receiver
will utilize them during the creation of its own next protocol generation.
Of course in the next round, the sender may meet the offsprings of its own
protocols. With this approach, both the measurement overhead and the need
for synchronization is minimal.

1.4.3

Budget Based Protocol Execution Model

As the selection of new algorithms happens in the receiver, it is impossible
to implement explicit cost calculation without expensive control overhead.
To overcome this, I adopted a stigmergic solution: by assigning a limited
transmission budget to each protocol instance at the sender, protocols are
forced to make good use of the channel resources. Any lost or duplicate
message is a lost opportunity for reproduction; therefore transmission has an
implicit cost function, even if it is not expressed directly. Similarly, I added a
timer that upon firing, removes the current protocol, and replaces it with the
next instance, forcing protocols to use the available time efficiently. These
decision inversion mechanism applied to incoming messages and the budget
based execution model applied to the currently running protocol instance
can be seen on Figure 1.3.
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Figure 1.3: Inverted selection mechanism and budget based execution model
executed at the receiver node, assuming that the sender at the moment executes protocol A, and the receiver executes protocol B.

1.4.4

Selection

Every protocol generation is created from the protocols that were discovered
in the previous round through received messages. There are multiple ways to
implement the selection step in a genetic programming system, such as Fitness Proportionate Selection[27], Reward-based Selection[28] or Tournament
Selection[29]. In my approach I used Stochastic Universal Sampling (SUS)
with a score function that gives priority to better performing individuals[30].
SUS provides zero bias and minimum spread, meaning that the actual and
expected probabilities of selecting an individual are equal and the range in
the possible number of trials that an individual can achieve is minimal. SUS
is a variant of the roulette wheel selection. The steps are as follows:
1. Order the individuals by their fitness score in non-increasing order.
2. Allocate slices on the wheel proportional to the fitness of the individuals.
3. Calculate the step-width. For example if the goal is to select n elements
values
.
then step with = sum of f itness
n
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4. Choose a starting point on the wheel between 0 and step width. The
corresponding protocol is selected for the next generation.
5. Make n − 1 step width wide steps, and always select the protocol assigned to the given slice. Selecting an individual means making a copy
of it and adding that copy to the new generation.
The collection containing the new generation is then shuffled, individuals
are coupled into pairs, and with a certain probability the crossover and mutation operators are applied. Crossover is applied on the pairs, and mutation
on the instances.

1.4.5

Genetic Operators

Event handlers are the basic units used by genetic operators. The crossover
operator mixes the bodies of two event handlers; while the mutation operator
changes the instruction sequence or parameter values in a single handler.
Implementing a protocol via event handlers is a natural and practical choice,
because it enables the genetic operators to modify corresponding parts of a
protocol by mixing code snippets of similar task or extending protocols by
adding new event handlers (or removing ones).
Although syntactical correctness is maintained, the semantic correctness
of a program can not be guaranteed after the application of genetic operators.
If an instruction is impossible to execute (such as pop on an empty stack),
it defaults to a no-op instruction, which does nothing, and the execution of
the code continues undisturbed. This results in a quasi-linear [31] genetic
programming language.
A modified one-point crossover is used for combining two event handlers.
Given that the protocol pair (A, B) is selected for crossover, the algorithm
is the following:
• Choose an event handler from A randomly. If B has no such event
handler, then return.
• Select a cutting point randomly in protocol A’s handler, and another
point in protocol B’s handler. Cut the handlers along the cutting
points, resulting in four fragments: A-head, A-tail, B-head, and B-tail.
• With 0.5 probability exchange the head and the tail fragment of the
original handlers.
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• Glue fragments together forming two new handlers, an (A-head, B-tail)
and a (B-head, A-tail). To protect handlers from growing indefinitely,
the maximal size of event handlers are limited; event handlers above
the limit were chunked.
The system uses constant parameter mutation, meaning that instead of
modifying instructions in the event handler body, the mutation affects the
constants, i.e. the runtime parameters of the algorithm. For example such
a runtime parameter is the message forwarding probability in the Gossiping
(GOS) protocol. When a parameter with current value x is mutated, its
value is changed according to:
x0 = x + A × x, A ∈ N (0, 1)

(1.1)

The new value of x favors fine-tuning of the original value, because of the
distribution chosen for A but also allows larger changes with small probabilities.

1.5

Simulation Environment

For the following experiments in Section 1.6 and 1.7, a custom discrete-event
simulation engine were used, written in the Scala language [32], I implemented GPDISS and its Virtual Machine in Java. I implemented the compiler for the language using the ANTLR compiler generator. The simulator
places agents on the simulation area uniformly distributed. The simulation
area is a bounded rectangle. Agents move according to the random direction
mobility model with constant speed. They choose a direction uniformly and
a distance. When they reach their destination, they repeat the above process.
Collisions are not modeled in the simulator except for the walls of the simulation area. Agents colliding with the wall reflect in a similar fashion as a light
beam would reflect from a mirror. Every agent has one initial protocol that
is drawn from a pool of initial protocols. The ratio of agents having a particular protocol as the initial protocol is always specified in the experiment’s
description under “Initial population”. The simulator contains a simple wireless channel model that is responsible for calculating which agents receive a
message and which transmissions cause an interference. The channel model
is simplistic, it works under the assumption that communication is possible
between two agents if they are from a certain distance from each other. If
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two agents transmit at the same time they can cause interference, that can
result in losing messages. This aspect of the channel model is needed to motivate protocol instances in the system to utilize proper backoff strategies,
in other words try to decorrelate their transmissions from their neighbors in
some way. Agents can cause interference from a greater distance than they
can broadcast messages to. These parameters vary between experiments and
they are always specified under “Wireless transmission range” and “Wireless
interference range”. New messages are injected into the system with a predefined period. These are the messages to be disseminated to the whole agent
population. Each protocol instance has a maximum amount of data it can
transmit and a maximum age, specified by “Messaging quota for protocols”
and “Time budget for protocols”. Agents have a number of protocol instances in their current generation. From those only one protocol is active at
any given time. If that protocol instance uses up its messaging quota of time
budget, it cannot send any more messages and the agent starts using another
protocol from its current generation This process is detailed in Section 1.4.2
and Figure 1.3. If all protocols have been tried and ran out of their quotas,
the agent creates a new generation of protocols using the selection, crossover
and mutation genetic operators according to Section 1.4.4 and 1.4.5. The
probabilities for crossover and mutation are always given under “Crossover
probability” and “Mutation probability”.
For protocol evolution to work the system needs individuals (protocols)
to use as the initial generation. These protocols were selected from a small
set of well-known protocols that are simple enough to be the starting point
of evolution. The core functionality of these protocols is the decision making
mechanism that decides whether to broadcast a previously received message
or not. Another part of the protocols is the decorrelation mechanism, which
helps avoid collisions on the wireless channel and maximize the chance for
each agent that a sent message will be received by another agent.
Blind Flood (BF) is a naive implementation of an information dissemination protocol. It simply broadcasts every received message immediately,
without considering anything about its environment or messages already received by the agent.
Adaptive Periodic Flood (APF)[17] is an optimization of Blind Flood.
An APF node periodically transmits all the messages it possesses to all
neighbors it encounters, after a random waiting period. However, when it
detects that there is another node sending the same message, it increases the
period of broadcasting to reduce the total channel usage.
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GOS[33]. A gossiping agent forwards the received message to its neighbors with a given probability. Gossiping is easy to analyze mathematically,
as neighboring agents have minimal effect on each other’s operation. A modification of Gossiping is the Density Sensitive Adaptive Gossiping (AGOS).
In adaptive gossiping the probability of propagating the message depends on
some condition. Here I used a density sensitive model, where the probability
decreases as the number of neighbors gets higher.
Multi-Message Scalable Broadcast Protocol (MMSBA)[26] is an improvement of Scalable Broadcast Protocol (SBA)[13, 12]. The SBA algorithm is
based on the Random Assessment Delay (RAD) process, which delays the
transmission of packets by a random interval. The first time SBA receives
a packet, it starts the RAD procedure. During this interval the SBA listens to its neighbors. When one of them starts broadcasting, SBA removes
the neighbors of the broadcasting agents from his own 1-hop neighbor set.
If at the end of the RAD a neighbor exists that did not get the message,
the protocol will broadcast. MMSBA may trigger a RAD not only on the
first reception of a message, but on any event that changes the local neighborhood information. Every time a HELLO message is received, MMSBA
updates his neighbor list. When the number of interested agents exceeds
zero, MMSBA starts the RAD. The RAD works exactly the same way as
in SBA.
AgrF broadcasts each received message n times, with 1s waiting time
between the repetitions. In the experiments I used two different repetition
amounts to analyze how the evolution can protect the system from aggressive attackers, trying to propagate their codes by sending messages in an
aggressive manner. AgrF can be particularly bad for the whole system
if it manages to spread. It can achieve spreading in the system by aggressively transmitting its own code and causing interference with the repetitions,
therefore blocking other protocols to spread.

1.6

Using Local Metrics to Approximate Global
Performance

Thesis 1.3 I have shown that local performance metrics available in individual agents accurately approximate the globally observable performance of
each individual in the system. Evaluated with Pearson, Kendall and Spear-
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man correlation metrics, the coefficients between local and global scores are
greater than 0.91. [B1, J1, J2, C1, C2]
The purpose of this experiment was to validate one of the basic assumptions of the online protocol evolution system: performance of protocol instances can be measured locally. If the system is able to rely on local metrics,
it would mean that agents does not have to forward performance metrics to
each other, there is no need for a global consistent performance evaluation
of protocols. This enables the system to be far more scalable and eliminates
the need of synchronization between agents. In the first round of analysis the
correlation of global and local performance metrics were examined with the
goal to find out more about the relationship of locally available and globally
aggregated values. The parameters of the simulation can be found in Table
1.3. Three correlation metrics were used to get a detailed picture about the
level and nature of dependence[34, 35]:
• Pearson’s product-momentum correlation coefficient indicates the level
of linear dependence between two series.
• Kendall’s correlation coefficient describes the level of association between them based on the order of ranked pairs.
• Spearman’s correlation coefficient is a measure of statistical dependence.
In all three cases ‘+1’ means perfect correlation, ‘0’ means no correlation,
and ‘-1’ indicates perfect inverse relationship. This experiment focuses on the
dependence of the global and local score metric. The score of a protocol is
always calculated by subtracting the duplicate messages sent by the protocol
from the useful ones.
Agents calculate the score of a protocol instance based on the number of
useful and duplicate messages the instance sent. Let
• j be the identifier of a protocol instance,
• n the number of agents in the system
• usef uli,j is the number of useful messages sent by protocolj , in agenti ,
• duplicatei,j is the number of duplicate messages sent by protocolj , in
agenti
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Parameter
Mutation probability
Crossover probability
Number of agents
Simulation time
New message generation period
Maximum age of payload
Time budget for protocols
Messaging quota for protocols
Average size of payload
Average size of an instruction
Wireless channel bandwidth
Area size
Agent speed
Wireless transmission range
Wireless interference range
Initial population

Value
0.1
0.91
100
7000s
20s
20s
7s
5000byte
250byte
4byte
1Mb/s
50 x 50m
1m/s
5m
7m
33.3% BF, 33.3% APF, 33.3%
MMSBA

Table 1.3: Simulation parameters for the local vs. global metric experiment.
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, then from the perspective of agenti , the score of protocolj is
SCOREi,j = usef uli,j − duplicatei,j

(1.2)

This score can be calculated locally and being the information agent’s have
when judging the performance of protocol instances. A negative score value
therefore means that the protocol sends more duplicate messages than useful
ones.
If an observer could track the real-time state of all agents then the performance of protocolj based on globally available information would be defined
as
n
X
GBLSCRj =
SCOREi,j
(1.3)
i=0

GBLSCRj is the global score of protocol j and is the true metric that reflects the performance of a protocol, because the simulator can record every
attempt to send a duplicated message and record every event where a protocol instance was able to deliver a useful message. This metric can only be
calculated from the information available in the whole system.
The average of the local scores is defined as
n

1X
SCOREi,j
AV GSCRj =
n i=0

(1.4)

AV GSCRj is the average of the score values associated with protocolj that
were recorded by the agents who received messages from protocolj . In other
words AV GSCRj is the average of the information agents have about protocolj
without attempted duplicates (messages that would have been duplicates,
but were lost due to interference), while GBLSCRj is the true performance
of the protocolj .
In the analysis of Global Score (GBLSCR) and Average Local Score
(AVGSCR) all three coefficients indicated very high level of correlation,
which means that global and local scores are linearly dependent and strongly
associated throughout the experiment. The correlation values are enumerated in Table 1.4. The simulation time was divided into three equally long
epochs designated by EPOCH 1, EPOCH 2 and EPOCH 3. In the analysis
of GBLSCR and AVGSCR per epoch, all three coefficients indicate very
high level of correlation meaning that global and local scores are linearly
dependent and strongly associated in each epoch locally.
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Type
Mean
Pearson
0.97
Kendall
0.91
Spearman
0.95

EPOCH 1
0.97
0.91
0.94

EPOCH 2
0.97
0.92
0.96

EPOCH 3
0.96
0.91
0.96

Table 1.4: Correlation of global and local score throughout the experiment.
The conclusion of Table 1.4 is that the mean of independent observations of SCOREi,j describes the whole score of protocolj accurately. The
dependence between local and global scores is not only high, but also deep
and stable. The relationship is clearly present on both examined levels (per
epoch and globally), and the values measured on different levels do not vary
significantly. Such a strong relationship indicates that global and local scores
are interchangeable, so it is a reasonable alternative to use local scores instead of global ones within the evolutionary selection phase. In other words,
the use of local scores will not cause notable loss of information or significant
disturbance of other nature. The property of the performance metric enables
the use of decision inversion, which is a cornerstone of the proposed online
protocol evolution system. Without it, the channel would be overwhelmed
with coordination actions between the agents to exchange performance metrics, therefore the scalability of the system would be compromised.

1.7

Effect of evolution and the impact of malicious code

Thesis 1.4 I have shown that by using the GPDISS genetic programming
language and the proposed on-line protocol evolution system, the performance
of protocol instances can be improved over time by 50%. [B1, J1, J2, C1, C2]
The goal of this experiment was twofold: (i) to test whether evolution
works, i.e. produces better performing protocols over time, and (ii) to analyze
how the genetic constitution of protocols changes with time. The parameters
used for this experiment can be found in Table 1.5. I added a malicious
protocol into the mix in this experiment to test if its code will be used at
all in future generations and to analyze the effect of agents acting with bad
intentions in the system. An interesting question here is whether AgrF, the
aggressive protocol manages to survive or evolution purges it. AgrF was
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Parameter
Mutation probability
Crossover probability
Number of agents
Simulation time
New message generation period
Maximum age of payload
Time budget for protocols
Messaging quota for protocols
Average size of payload
Average size of an instruction
Wireless channel bandwidth
Area size
Agent speed
Wireless transmission range
Wireless interference range
Initial population

Value
0.1
0.91
500
7000s
20s
20s
7s
5000byte
250byte
4byte
1Mb/s
800 x 1200m
1m/s
50m
70m
5% AgrF, 31.6% APF, 31.6%
GOS, 31.6% AGOS

Table 1.5: Simulation parameters for the malicious code experiment.
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Figure 1.4: Scores over time for 500 agents, AgrF n = 1.
introduced in Subsection 1.5, it is a protocol that upon receiving a message
immediately broadcasts the message n times, where n is a parameter of the
protocol. This protocol is bound to have bad scores but it can be effective in
inhibiting other protocols to spread in the system and from delivering their
useful messages to agents. Two different AgrF repetition values were used
in different simulation scenarios: n = 1 and n = 3. The 3-fold repetition
makes the protocol more robust against transmission failures at the cost
of significantly reduced scores. The score metric used in this chapter is
the GBLSCRj metric and it is displayed for every protocol instance in the
system.
Figure 1.4a shows the score chart of the n = 1, setting without evolution.
This setting serves as a reference for comparison. The variance of the scores
is very high, so a moving average line (light blue) was added to emphasize
the trend. The average does not change significantly over time, it stays
around the initial −20 value meaning that for example for 25 useful messages
typically also 45 duplicates got produced.
Figure 1.4b reports the same setting with evolution enabled. The variance
of the scores is still high, but lower than in the no-evolution case. Also, a
significant improvement in the scores can be observed; both the trend line
and the minimal score rise, while the maximal achieved score stays constant.
At the end of the simulation, the moving average is around −10, compared
to the initial −20, which is a 50% improvement. Figure 1.5a displays the two
previous charts in one figure. The gap between the two trend lines indicates
that protocol evolution works by producing better performing offsprings.
The results produced by the more aggressive, n = 3 setting, are summa32
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Figure 1.5: Scores and moving averages with and without evolution. 500
agents.
rized in Figure 1.5b. The positive effect of the evolution is also confirmed
here, with an even higher difference; because the no-evolution case produces a
slightly decreasing trend line due to the more aggressive message propagation
of the 5% AgrF instances. The trend line of the with-evolution case suggests
that the mechanism starts producing good results after an initial struggling
phase. This is because it takes time for protocols to spread in the system:
initially, each agent knows only one. However, once a good combination is
present in the agents, it is likely to produce further good offsprings.
Resulting protocol instances are hard to analyze by hand, therefore to
gain some insight into how protocol evolution works I analyzed the genetic
constitutions of resulting offsprings. Each round in the evolutionary system
starts with an empty set of protocols. Messages sent by neighbors contain
protocol instances that were fit enough to manage sending messages to neighboring agents.
The protocol fingerprint used to analyze the genetic constitution of protocol instances is a vector, describing the genetic constitution, mutation count
and the age of the protocol instance, as shown in Figure 1.6. The first segment, the genetic constitution vector, approximates the presence of the code
parts of the initial protocols in the current instance. The length of the constitution vector equals to the number of initial protocols, and the sum of the
constitution values is always 1. For example if there are four initial protocols
and the instance is a mix of the first two, then the genetic constitution vector
is [0.5, 0.5, 0, 0]. The second section of the fingerprint is the mutation counter.
The third section is the age indicator, containing the local generation number
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Figure 1.6: Protocol fingerprint for the case of 4 initial protocols. This
protocol instance is the result of 20 evolution rounds, with 3 mutations. The
original protocols are present in it in the amounts of 0.2, 0.2, 0, and 0.6.
at the node that created the instance.
The next set of Figures visualizes how the constitution of protocols changes
with time. I quantized the constitution part of the fingerprint (see Figure
1.6) into 5 ranges: 0 − 20%, 20 − 40%, 40 − 60%, 60 − 80% and 80 − 100%.
For example, a [0.1, 0.35, 0.55, 0] fingerprint constitution is quantized into a
[“0 − 20”, ”20 − 40”, ”40 − 60”, ”0 − 20”] signature. Then, these signatures
were summarized by algorithm type and time slice.
Figure 1.7a displays the participation chart of the APF protocol over
time. Columns represent the summary of a time slice. For example, in the
time slice 10, APF was present in 0 − 20% amount in 53% of the protocol
population, in 20 − 40% amount in 26% of the protocols, in 40 − 60% in the
15% of the population, and in 60 − 80% and 80 − 100% amount in 3 − 3%
of the population, respectively. The curve suggests that APF is a surviving
constituent; at the end of the simulation it was present in more than half of
the protocols in at least 20%. On the other hand, APF is not a dominant
part in the successful offsprings, only 3% of the final population contains
APF in more than 80%, and only 3 + 5 = 8% contains it in more than 60%.
The same chart for GOS is shown in Figure 1.7b. GOS is a much more
dominant survivor; in the first 10 time slices it manages to remain a more than
80% constituent in 35 − 45% of the population. At the end of the simulation,
GOS still has a visible dominant presence (nearly 25% of the protocols is
built from it in 80%+), but also starts blending with other protocols. Note
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(a) APF

(b) GOS

(c) AGOS

(d) AgrF

Figure 1.7: Participation of protocols in offsprings over time. 500 agents,
AgrF n = 1.
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that the presence of the protocol does not mean that it is present in an
unmodified form; mutation i.e. fine tuning of constants is likely to increase
the success of a protocol. This is exactly what happens to GOS, evolution
optimizes the propagation probabilities to the actual neighbors.
AGOS offsprings, as shown in Figure 1.7c, are less likely to be present
in offsprings with time than the two previous protocols. There are a few
successful crossover-generated offsprings, built partially from AGOS, they
are successful at certain locations but are not widely spread over the network.
The participation chart of AgrF in Figure 1.7d, shows that this protocol is
completely purged from the system in 10 time slices.
Figures 1.8a to 1.8d display the same charts for the n = 3 repetition
case. Unexpectedly, AgrF here is not purged from the system, although
suppressed quite fast. AgrF serves as a 20 − 40% constituent in 3% of the
protocols, constantly, in a non-increasing manner. Another difference is that
the other three protocols manage to blend better with this setting, resulting
in rarer 80%+ presence, and more 20 − 80% presence. The higher ratio of
blends means that the offsprings generated by crossover are successful.
Thesis 1.5 I have shown that the number of duplicate messages can be reduced by approximately 60% with the ratio of agents initialized with AgrF
being 70% in the system. [B1, J1, J2, C1, C2]
To see whether the system is protected from a more spread out attack, I
ran two more simulations, with 30% and 70% of agents with initial population consisting only of the AgrF protocol. Figure 1.9a and 1.9a reports the
difference between the reference case without evolution and protocol evolution enabled in the system. With evolution there is a clear decrease in the
number of duplicate messages over time. This is due to the large number
of AgrF protocols getting replaced with more useful ones. The number of
useful messages shows a slight decrease over time, which might be mobility
related: the density of agents change in a way that is no longer favorable
to their protocols. Figures 1.9c and 1.9d show the same experiment with
70% of AgrF instances as initial population. The overall trend is the same,
the system is still functional even if a large amount of its constituents gets
“infected” with malicious code.
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(a) APF

(b) GOS

(c) AGOS

(d) AgrF

Figure 1.8: Participation of protocols in offsprings over time. 500 agents,
AgrF n = 3.
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for 500 agents.
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1.8

Conclusion

Simulations confirmed that the autonomous, online protocol evolution model
is a promising approach for using to optimize and self-adapt multihop broadcast networks. In the experiments, evolution produced 50−66% gain in terms
of achieved average score, and also significantly improved the worst-case score
and the variance of scores.
By using evolution and natural selection, it was possible to neutralize
the negative effects of a malicious protocol present in the system. However,
AgrF was not simply eliminated from the system, but instead, parts of
its code got incorporated into good-performing offsprings in some cases. In
one scenario, a small and non-increasing amount of pure AgrF instances
persisted among the survivors, however they represented a small percentage.
These results indicate, that the demands for the new forms of networking
infrastructure can be effectively addressed by bio-inspired solutions. My focus was on presenting an evolutionary framework for the family of multihop
broadcast protocols used in a MANET, where it is usually impossible to find
a single absolute candidate, as the optimal protocol choice always depends
on the actual environment and application conditions. I have introduced a
novel solution in this field: instead of human engineered static protocols, autonomous evolutionary methods were applied to achieve dynamic emergence
of new ones. For this purpose I have introduced an evolutionary model built
upon a low-overhead, feed-forward, fully distributed, stigmergy based natural
selection mechanism, and a genetic programming language GPDISS incorporating some non-conventional concepts such as relation types and event
handlers.
I showed that the proposed model of evolving protocols is applicable for
the multihop broadcast problem in a MANET: with time, evolution results
in better performance than that the initial, manually engineered, protocols
could provide. The fitness function was defined so that it used only local and
quasi-local input, resulting in a model that is applicable for fully distributed
systems such as a MANET formed by sensors. Also, the feed-forward nature
of the evaluation and selection process eliminated most of the communication
overhead needed for the calculation of fitness values. Additionally, the process was carried out in an online manner, that is, the evolution of protocols
happened continuously during the normal operation of the system. This is a
significant feature, as the process is able to continuously search for new and
better protocols without interfering with the normal operation of the system.
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An important limitation of the model is that being based on a quasirandom search, it cannot provide any quality guarantee on the short term;
for example, it cannot by claimed that the next generation of protocols will
always be an improvement compared to the current one. While guarantees do
not exist for the quality of protocol individuals, based on the performed simulations I observed that the overall performance (measured scores of protocols)
of the system shows an increasing trend for the tested configurations. It is
important to note, that this research did not address changing environments
and as such cannot provide any information on how fast the convergence is
in different environmental settings. As the search space is increased by enabling protocol evolution, convergence might slow down and this can become
a concern in dynamic environments.
Online protocol evolution is a research subject that is in its infancy at this
point. According to my knowledge, there have not been any initiative that
resulted in a fully distributed, low-overhead, on-line, genetic programming
based protocol evolution framework. My ideas may be of interest to other
researches for theoretic and practical reasons. It may provide insights to the
solution of similar problems, especially in the area of MANETS, sensor and
peer-to-peer networks. Theoretically, the idea is a fertile area for further
research, and I hope that numerous interesting aspects and derivations will
be introduced in the future.
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Chapter 2
Multi-agent patrolling
2.1

Introduction

After introducing new concepts to information dissemination in a MANET
environment, I have extended my focus to another layer of abstraction. With
patrolling it is a completely different scenario, agents move, because the goal
of the whole system is to monitor points of interests. The concrete use case
can vary (like security, monitoring, etc.), but the underlying problem is the
same: how can one coordinate a set of agents to visit certain points in space
(points of interest) in a timely manner, such as minimizing times between
visits to points of interest. The low-level details of communication (like information dissemination introduced in Chapter 1) are expected to be efficient
and provide the ability to communicate in a multi-agent environment.
Patrolling is the task of visiting points of interest in a timely manner.
These points of interests can be for security purposes (monitoring entry points
of an area) or points in space one would like to monitor[36] by making photographs or measurements. Every problem that involves points of interests
distributed in space and limited possibilities to move between them (modeled
by a graph) is a patrolling problem. When patrolling inside a building, points
of interest can be intersections or doors needed to be inspected in a timely
manner. When dealing with a large open area, like an agricultural crop, the
points of interest are locations where one wants to make measurements, i.e.
water level, infections, fruit maturity, etc.
Points of interest can be modeled as nodes of a graph, where the edges
represent the option to travel between them directly and the length of the
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edges represent the distance or costs of moving between them. Patrolling
is usually performed by physical agents, such as Unmanned Autonomous
Vehicles (UAVs) or robots[37], either on ground or in the air. In this chapter
I refer to these entities, without loss of generality, as agents. Patrolling with
a single agent is a matter of calculating a sequence of nodes for the agent
to visit. Instead, my focus is on multi-agent patrolling, where the task is
to efficiently coordinate an arbitrary amount of agents in order to minimize
some performance metric associated with the patrolling task.
One could try to solve this problem in a centralized manner, but the
methods emplyed in the literature either require, finding Hamiltonian circuits
[38] or become computationally intensive as planning approaches calculate
routes for all the agents in the system in real time. A self-organized approach
has the benefit of not depending on central entities, agents coordinate among
themselves to solve the problem at hand. Moreover a self-organized approach
would not require direct communication to all the agents in the system.
Efficient patrolling means more frequent visits to points of interest, resulting
in better, more accurate information or reduced number of agents needed for
the same coverage. Coordinating multiple agents to perform patrolling can
be reduced to a Multiple Traveling Salesman Problem, therefore it is an NPhard problem[38]. Patrolling algorithms either plan the routes for each agent
ahead of time and feed those routes to the agents as a priori information or
try to coordinate the agents in real time by allowing them to communicate
through some wireless medium and employing various heuristics in the agents
to decide on the next graph node to visit.
Patrolling on graphs is either implemented by allowing every agent to
visit all nodes in the graph or the graph is partitioned into subgraphs[39, 40]
and the agents work only on their own subgraph without interfering with
each other. The first case involves interference between the agents that can
result in agents blocking each other on the way from one node to another.
When agents try to move in the same direction or meet at an intersection,
they inhibit each other from carrying out their tasks as fast as possible.
These interference events can have a negative impact on the performance
and scalability of the patrolling algorithm. Since patrolling is usually a long
running task, these interference events will have a continuous, most of the
time unpredictable effect on the performance.
To counter this effect, researchers started investigating partition-based
patrolling. Currently partitioning is usually done before patrolling starts, on
a central entity, and the resulting partitions are assigned to the agents as a
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priori information. This method is not always feasible as environments can
be dynamic: appearing or disappearing graph nodes and failing or newly introduced agents can trigger the recalculation of partitions. Therefore agents
need the central entity throughout the patrolling task and need synchronization at times of partition changes. A self-organizing partition based strategy
is more desirable, because agents need less synchronization, require only local information and it makes the whole system more robust against agent
failures.

2.2

Related works

In one of the earliest comprehensive studies about patrolling [41] authors
consider a graph with approximately equal edge lengths, multiple agents and
no weights associated to nodes, i.e. no priorities given to points of interest.
The goal was to maximize the visit frequency of nodes. The main contribution from this work is the introduction of metrics (such as instantaneous
idleness, worst idleness) to evaluate the performance and create a taxonomy
to categorize patrolling algorithms. According to the article’s categorization,
reactive agents can only make decisions about the next node they want to
visit on the graph. On the other hand, cognitive agents can formulate plans
and decide on routes they want to take and visit far away nodes. An advantage of reactive strategies is that they can be implemented on a wider range
of hardware, require less energy, but they severely limit the agent’s decision
making capabilities. The Conscientious Reactive algorithm was introduced
in this article as a simple, yet effective heuristic based on an eager decision
making strategy: the agent stores the timestamps of the last visit for each
graph node. The next node to visit is the neighbor of the current node,
that has the earliest time stamp. This simple heuristic is widely used as a
benchmark, because it is the simplest greedy strategy, yet for some metrics
its performance is adequate. Communication is not needed in this case at all
and the heuristic can be used as a good baseline to judge other algorithm’s
performance.
In [42] authors evaluated different strategies to implement patrolling on
graphs. Cyclic strategies try to find the shortest closed walk on the graph,
heuristic based strategies are reactive or cognitive and they have a heuristic
decision making algorithm. Market based strategies exchange nodes between
agents[43], while learning techniques can be used to train agents to patrol
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the graph. Through simulations, the authors conclude that the cyclic type
SingleCycle was a clear winner among the tested strategies. However, dynamic environments or large graphs pose a serious problem to this approach.
SingleCycle is based on finding a short closed walk and this problem can be
reduced to the Traveling Salesman Problem, which is NP-hard. Dynamic environments mean frequent recalculation of the close walk, while large graphs
mean exponentially longer runtime.
Patrolling strategies can be really simple heuristic based approaches or
complex learning algorithms that try to find the optimal route for a multiagent team. It is not always clear whether a complex approach or a simple
heuristic can offer better performance. In [44] patrolling is cast into a multiagent Markov Decision Process and optimization techniques are applied to
efficiently find the optimal paths for agents on the graph. However in the
same article this solution is compared to a simple reactive algorithm and performance differences with regards to the instantaneous idleness metric were
negligible. This experiment and the conclusion of [42] suggest that computationally complex approaches are not always justified and simple reactive
algorithms can match the performance of their more elaborate counterparts.
Agents can be restricted to their own subgraph or partition and perform
patrolling alone in that region. An early theoretical study [38] gives some
insight to the performance characteristics of the partition-based and cyclic
approaches (for example the previously mentioned SingleCycle). Authors of
this article claim that the optimal patrolling strategy for a single agent can be
obtained by finding a shortest closed walk on the graph. This can be reduced
to the Traveling Salesman Problem for which good approximations exist (for
example the Christofides algorithm with O(n3 ) for a 23 approximation). When
multiple agents are considered, one strategy can be to traverse the closed path
with evenly distributed agents. The performance of such a strategy is bound
by the edge length distribution of the graph [38]. For example on graphs
with “long corridors” (edges connecting two distant nodes) a partition-based
strategy could be a better fit, because those “long corridors” can be avoided
by leaving them out of the partitions assigned to the agents.
So far the solutions enumerated were dealing with the multi-agent patrolling problem based on the assumption that agents cannot interfere with
each other. However, interference can occur when two agents are too close
to each other and cannot proceed in the direction of their targets. In this
chapter, contrary to the previous one, interference refers to agents inhibiting
the motion of each other. This can happen when two agents try to move
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in the opposite direction in a corridor or when agents have to slow down
due to policy when they are too close to each other to avoid collisions. Interference is important when the algorithm is designed to be deployed on
physical agents and can render theoretically better algorithms inferior in the
real world. Accounting for interference results in a much harder problem,
because the theoretically best results are no longer optimal if agents have
to stop before colliding with each other or possibly choose different targets.
Several new heuristic approaches are taking into account this phenomena,
for example in [45] authors implement Greedy Bayesian Strategy (GBS) and
State Exchange Bayesian Strategy (SEBS). Both strategies require global
communication meaning that agents can communicate with all other agents
involved in the patrolling task. They employ reactive agents (so the agents
do not form plans ahead of time) and the decision making algorithm that
chooses the next graph node to visit is based on the Bayes’ rule. The latter (SEBS) however aims to minimize the interference between agents while
patrolling, by communicating the agent’s next node to visit. SEBS is able
to achieve better performance than any other heuristic studied in the article.
Interference minimization and graphs with non uniform edge length distributions contributed to the interest in partition based strategies. In [40] authors
propose a patrolling scheme that employs a Multilevel Graph Partitioning
(MSP) to obtain the required number of partitions, later these are assigned
to the individual agents and they perform patrolling only on their assigned
partition.
Numerous other approaches have been tried to address the multi-agent
patrolling problem, such as spanning tree[46, 47] or graph partitioning based
approaches[48, 49]. Others involve task allocation based strategies[50] and
evolutionary algorithms[51] or linear programming[52]. Auction based strategies involve agents placing bids on nodes to patrol on the graph. These kind
of approaches implement a decentralized task allocation, where the agents
decide on the outcome and able to reassign nodes or partitions of poorly
performing agents to others[53, 54].

2.3

The Multi-Agent Patrolling Problem

In this chapter my goal is to propose a self-organized solution to the multiagent patrolling problem by partitioning the graph and assigning the resulting partitions to the agents. Solutions to the patrolling problem are either
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creating global state or centralized planning or partitioning approaches. Centralized approaches usually solve some kind of NP-hard problem, like graph
partitioning or finding Hamilton circuits. These do not scale well with the
size of the graph and especially with the number of agents. Since the goal is
to find a self-organized solution, the agents do not have global knowledge or
the capability to communicate with all agents in the system directly. There is
no global state shared among the agents. Their behavior will result in solving
the patrolling problem efficiently together, without third party coordination.
In the model, the connected graph G(V, E) consists of nodes v1 , v2 , ..., vn ∈
V and undirected edges ei,j ∈ E. Nodes are the points of interest, they are
visited by the agents periodically. Each node has a counter that measures
time between the last visit to that node and the current time. This counter
is usually referred as the instantaneous idleness of the node at time t and is
defined as Ivi (t) = t − Iv0 i , where Iv0 i is the time at the last visit to the node
and vi ∈ V . In some use cases patrolling is done to measure some physical
quantity at the point of interest periodically and as frequently as possible.
Let us suppose that the measurement at each point of interest takes the same
amount of time for each agent.
Agents’ movement is restricted to the edges between connected nodes.
Agents have a priori knowledge of the graph nodes and edges, and are capable
of moving between nodes along the edges with constant and uniform speed.
Agents are able to communicate with each other, therefore influence each
other’s decisions by broadcasting messages via a wireless medium. Agents
can be preprogrammed with routes they have to follow on the graph or they
can run a decision algorithm when they arrive at a node to select the next
node they visit. Either way agents commit to the next node, in other words
if an agent starts moving in the direction of a node, it will never turn back.
Patrolling algorithms have very different characteristics with respect to
the routes they take, the order in which they visit certain nodes, etc. To be
able to compare their performances, I have to define metrics that represent
the goodness of an algorithm from a certain point of view. The metric used
for this task is usually the average idleness or the worst idleness. Both of
these metrics are based on the instantaneous idleness defined before as Ivi (t).
This basic metric can be averaged in a window or throughout the simulation
to obtain the average idleness, defined as:
Ivi (t) =

Ivi (tvi ) · Ci + Ivi (t)
Ci + 1
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(2.1)

where Ci is the number of visits to vi . The average graph idleness is the
average of average idleness values, such that:
|V |

1 X
IG (t) =
Iv (t)
|V | i=1 i

(2.2)

A problem with the average graph idleness metric is that there can be two
patrolling algorithms with the same average graph idleness but significantly
different behaviors. Average graph idleness masks important characteristics
of patrolling algorithms and as a consequence, its value can be misleading
when comparing different algorithms. The idleness times between visits are
samples from an unknown distribution and to reason about that unknown
distribution by the mean of a limited amount of its samples can be misleading.
Therefore in this chapter I use the distribution of the worst idleness values to
compare performances. The worst idleness associated with a node between
times ta and tb is defined as the maximum instantaneous idleness value:
W Ivi = max{Ivi (ta ), ..., Ivi (tb )}

(2.3)

The worst idleness times are the worst case scenario, therefore by gathering
enough samples, one can be reasonably sure of an upper bound of the idleness
times that can be observed during patrolling. Patrolling use cases like reading
measurements from sensors or taking photographs of certain physical locations usually benefit from a known maximum time between measurements.
The worst idleness distribution makes it possible to evaluate patrolling algorithms based on this criteria. It also shows the fairness of the algorithm: the
difference between the minimum and maximum worst idleness values on the
graph over time. Moreover the distribution of worst idleness can be easily
visualized using box plots.

2.4

Introducing the Partition Based Patrolling
Strategy (PBPS)

Thesis 2.1 I have proposed a distributed algorithm, Partition Based Patrolling Strategy ( PBPS), to partition a connected general graph into connected subgraphs using the node number cost function. Part of the algorithm
is a novel long distance error metric, calculated by the agents in a distributed
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manner, to aid partition forming overcoming local minima and resulting in
partition sizes with variance below 1.14 and index of dispersion below 0.15.
[C9, J5]
In the proposed system, I follow the partition based approach. Based
on [38, 55], the performance of such a patrolling algorithm is in theory inferior compared to a cycle-based strategy on graphs without “long corridors”.
However, if the model accounts for the effects of interference between agents,
this may no longer be true. Partitioning the graph between the agents is not
a new idea, authors in [45] and [40] improved their patrolling algorithms by
limiting the amount of interference between agents. Partition based strategies take this idea to the extreme as there is no interference between agents,
they patrol their own partitions independently.
The solution introduced here has two important assumptions about the
environment: agents can localize themselves and they know the structure
of the graph a priori. It should be noted, that these assumptions are not
typical in self-organized systems, because they require agents with greater
knowledge than usual. However, the approach discussed here has the same
assumptions as the ones discussed in related works and outperforms them as
discussed in section 2.7.

2.4.1

Goal of the algorithm

The goal of the algorithm is to partition the graph into non-overlapping
connected subgraphs and in the process create a global partitioning that enables the efficient patrolling of the graph. All agent’s partitions are empty
in the beginning. A partitioning of G is defined as P = {P1 ...Pk }, such that
P1 ∪ ... ∪ Pk = V and Pi ∩ Pj = ∅. {G1 ...Gk } refer to subgraphs induced by
the partitioning, thus Gi = (V ∩ Pi , E ∩ (Pi × Pi )). The partition growing
process is self-organized, such that there is no global coordination between
agents and no global state shared among them. Agents grow their own partitions by claiming nodes from each other’s partitions and broadcasting their
new partition after claiming a new node. In the process of growing partitions, there can be local violations to the strict non-overlapping partitioning
introduced above, but these are temporary and will resolve over time. The
algorithm always reaches a state, where the partitions are stable, i.e. no more
changes made by the agents. When agents arrive at a stable configuration,
each partition will belong to one and only one agent and each partition will
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be a connected subgraph with no overlapping nodes with other partitions.
The resulting partitioning assigns a subgraph to each agent to patrol with
roughly equal number of nodes.

2.4.2

Local error metric

Forming partitions on the graph is an optimization problem. Since PBPS is
self-organized, there is no central component that can do this optimization,
rather agents form their own partitions based on the state of their neighbors.
Let Ni denote the set of partitions that are connected to agenti ’s partition
(i.e. the neighbors of Pi ), formally:
Ni = {Pj : ∃(u, v) ∈ E, u ∈ Pi ∧ v ∈ Pj }

(2.4)

For the partition growing process to work, a metric is needed to describe
the size of the partition, therefore enable the agents to compare their partitions with their neighbors’. Throughout this chapter this metric is the
number of nodes in the partition, formally |Pi |. Since agents solve an optimization problem, they are minimizing an error metric or cost function. The
cost function for each agent is defined as the difference in size of its partition
compared to its neighbors’. Let |Pi | be the size of agenti ’s partition, then:
ei,j = |Pi | − |Pj |, ∀j ∈ Ni

(2.5)

This error metric is positive if agenti has a larger partition than agentj
negative or zero otherwise.
If ei j < 0, agenti can consider growing its partition by claiming a node
from agentj . There can be multiple nodes in Pj connected to nodes in Pi .
Let candidatei,j = nj 1, nj 2, . . . ⊆ Pj , where ∃ni : (ni , nj k) ∈ E∀k. Nodes in
candidatei,j are the candidate nodes that are connected to Pi in the original
graph and therefore can be claimed by agenti from agentj to grow its partition. For example in Figure 2.1, agent2 has two candidate nodes to grow its
partition.
In some situations claiming a candidate node can result in multiple other
nodes lost from the other agent’s partition. This is caused by the rule I
introduced in the beginning of this section, namely that a partition of an
agent is a connected subgraph of the original graph. To be able to incorporate
this information into the decision making process of an agent, I have to define
another metric: let lossj (n) be the number of nodes lost from the partition
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agent1
P1

agent2

P2

agent3
P3

Figure 2.1: Partitions of agent1 , agent2 and agent3 . Here the local error
value for agent2 is e2,1 = −2 and e2,3 = −4.
of agentj if angenti claims node n. If the node in question is the only one
connecting a number of other nodes to agentj ’s partition, then lossj (n) > 1,
otherwise its value will be 1.
A simple partitioning rule can be implemented by evaluating all neighbors
of agenti and calculating ei,j , ∀j ∈ Ni . If this local error metric is negative,
it means that for some j, Pj is larger than Pi and a better partitioning
could be achieved if agenti claimed a node from Pj . There can be multiple
neighbors, that have larger partitions, therefore a new metric is introduced
to sort candidate nodes (that can be claimed from neighbors) by their utility.
Here utility is positive only if claiming a specific node would result in a more
desirable configuration of the two partitions, meaning that the partition the
agent is claiming from, would not be smaller after claiming that particular
node. Utility of a candidate node is defined as follows:
(
0
|Pj | − lossj (n) > |Pi | + 1
u(n) =
(2.6)
1
else
Then agenti chooses randomly from the set of nodes that have a utility
value of 1. Defining the utility this way avoids claiming nodes that would
result in Pi > Pj . After agenti made its choice, the chosen node is added to
Pi . After agenti changed its partition, it broadcasts the set of nodes in its
partition to its neighbors. When agentj receives this message, it truncates
its partition using the following rule: Pj = Pj \ Pi . If the resulting Pj is not
connected anymore, the largest (containing the maximum amount of nodes)
connected subgraph in Pj is assigned as the new partition of agentj . This
is done to ensure that the partitions associated with agents are connected
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throughout partition forming. Note that depending on the graph structure
this can result in an agent losing more than one node upon receiving an
update message. This simple partitioning algorithm could work for some
special cases but usually leads to local minima, since agents are greedy and
only local error is taken into account. This metric alone would lead to local
minima as the information agents act on is local. Agents need to be able
to act on errors farther away in the graph. For this reason I introduce the
error gradient with the purpose of propagating error information through
partitions.

2.4.3

Aggregated, long distance error metric

In this subsection I introduce a mechanism for building gradients between
partitions. Gradients are important, because local error metrics can easily
result in local minima, therefore a non-balanced partitioning. By building
gradients, agents can aggregate errors on a path, adding information to the
decision process of agents on that path. A gradient has a path and a magnitude: the magnitude is the partitioning error observed along the path the
gradient was built. Since errors are not the same from the point of view of different agents and gradient building is done by all the agents in parallel, there
can be multiple gradients in the system at any given time. The gradient path
consists of agent identifiers indicating the route on which the error was observed. The gradient points in the direction of the last agent on the gradient
path. Let gradpath(i) be the path of the gradient, and gradval(i) the value
of the gradient in agenti . A gradient is created by agenti if gradval(i) = 0
or ∃j : Pj ∈ Ni ∧ |Pj | > |Pi | ∧ gradval(i) < |Pj | − |Pi |.
Agents broadcast their gradients when there is a change in the value or
path. Gradients are updated according to the following rules. Let us suppose
that agenti received a gradient from agentj :
1. If agentj ∈
/ Ni , the gradient is ignored, since gradients are built by
neighbors only.
2. Loops are not permitted, therefore if an agent receives a gradient with
path that already contains its own identifier, the gradient is ignored.
3. If agenti already has a gradient pointing to agentj and |Pj | − |Pi | < 0,
the gradient information in agenti is reset because gradients only point
in the direction of larger partitions.
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4. If the received gradient has a shorter path or a larger value or the same
length of path but smaller value, it is copied and difference between
the sender’s and receiver’s partitions added to the gradient’s value. All
three cases enumerated in this sub rule indicate fresh information or a
chance of building a better gradient.
I demonstrate one possible time line of the gradient building process in
Table 2.1 on the graph depicted in Figure 2.2. Note that this scenario was
designed specifically to demonstrate the rules introduced above. The order
of the intermediate steps could be different, but the end result would be the
same.

Figure 2.2: The partitioning for the simulated error gradient evolution. In
this case agent2 cannot claim any nodes from either agent1 , agent3 or agent6
based on the local node number information. With the help of the error gradient demonstrated in Table 2.1 a partitioning closer to the global optimum
can be reached.
The calculation of the utility function mentioned in Eq. 2.6 has to be
modified in order to account for the information provided by the gradient
present in the agents. The gradient is meant to convey information about
error aggregated along a path, so its incorporated into the utility function
as follows. The modified utility function is defined in Equation 2.7. Suppose
that agenti is evaluating whether it should claim node n or not. Let Pj be
the partition that contains n and grad source(i) is the agent identifier that
is the source of the gradient known by agenti .
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t a1
1 2 3 4 5 -

a2
[1]: 1
[1]: 1
[1]: 1
[5,4,3]: 2
[5,6]: 2

a3
[5,4]:
[5,4]:
[5,4]:
[5,4]:

1
1
1
1

a4
[5]: 1
[5]: 1
[5]: 1
[5]: 1
[5]: 1

a5
-

a6
[5]: 1
[5]: 1
[5]: 1

comment
2, 4 create
4→3
6 create
3→2
6→2

Table 2.1: A possible evolution of the error gradients in the partitioning
illustrated in Fig. 2.2. The first column represents the order of the events,
other columns are the current state of the agents, and a comment column.
The gradients are represented in the form: [gradpath(i)] : gradval(i)



0
u(n) = 1 + gradval(i)


1 + gradval(i)

|Pj | − lossj (n) > |Pi | + 1
grad source(i) == j
else

(2.7)

In other words, the gradient value is used only if the node evaluated is
in the partition of the gradient source. This is done in order to claim nodes
in the direction of the aggregated error. This is the final form of the utility
function used in the simulations later in the chapter.

2.4.4

Random element

The error gradient is a useful tool to overcome local minima, however, partition forming can still result in configurations where two agents exchange
the same node indefinitely or agents cannot claim enough nodes for a balanced partitioning. These situations result from the structure of the graph
and cannot be predicted ahead of time. A common solution in optimization
algorithms to avoid local minima is to introduce a random component. In
my algorithm this random component is activated when:
1. An agent cannot claim new nodes but its partition is smaller than half
of the largest known partition.
2. Two agents claim the same node, essentially exchanging it between
them more than three times.
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Note that these rules and the constants in them are completely arbitrary.
During the evaluation I found they are effective in overcoming local minima.
Each agent has a limit on the number of executions of these rules. If an
agent detects one of these conditions, it will drop its partition and select a
new node in the graph as its partition and resumes from there. The selected
new node is part of the largest known partition the agent is aware of. This
mechanism ensures that if there is a large imbalance in the partitioning, the
agents with small partitions will introduce a random perturbation potentially
leading to a better global solution than the one before. This mechanism is
based on the same principle as the mutation genetic operator introduced in
Subsection 1.4.5.

2.4.5

Growing partitions

In this subsection I will fit together the pieces that were described so far. All
agents start with a partition consisting of the node they started from and
the graph G as a priory information. The nodes connected to the partition
of agenti can be classified as follows:
Let C(Pi ) denote the set of nodes connected to Pi , formally:
C(Pi ) = {v : v ∈
/ Pi , ∃u : (u, v) ∈ E}

(2.8)

Let F (Pi ) denote the set of free nodes that are connected to Pi but not in
any neighbor’s partition, formally:
[
F (Pi ) = {v : v ∈ C(Pi ), v ∈
/
n}
(2.9)
n∈Ni

and N F (Pi ) the nonfree set of nodes:
N F (Pi ) = {v : v ∈ C(Pi ) \ F (Pi )}

(2.10)

Agents try to extend their partitions periodically by considering only one
node at a time. First they try to claim all available free nodes eagerly. If
there are no more free nodes available, the next phase is to minimize the error
of the partitioning observed by the agent. Each agent tries to minimize the
observed error by balancing the size of their partition and their neighbors’
partitions. To do that, an agent enumerates the nonfree nodes available to
it and assigns a utility value to all of them. The utility of a node depends on
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agent1

agent2

agent3

T0

T1

T2

Figure 2.3: Partition forming example: agent2 claims a node from agent3 ,
resulting in a free node, later claimed by agent2 .
the difference of the agent’s partition size, the neighbor agent’s partition size
and the error gradient value in the neighbor agent’s direction. Let v ∈ V be
the evaluated nonfree node and part(v) the partition containing v according
to information available to agenti . Let g(v) be gradval(i) if the gradient of
agenti is pointing in the direction of the agent owning v, otherwise 0. The
utility of node v is defined as follows:
Uv = |part(v)| − |Pi | + g(v)

(2.11)

In the next step the agent chooses the nonfree node with maximum utility
and adds it to its partition. An example of this process can be observed in
Fig. 2.3.
After adding a free or nonfree node to the partition, the agent broadcasts
a message that contains the new set of nodes in its partition and resets its
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y
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n
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y
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0?
y

Claim node with
maximum utility

Reset gradient

Figure 2.4: The three parallel processes running in all agents.
gradient information. Neighbors receiving this message truncate their own
partition according to the rule described above. By claiming nodes either
from F (Pi ) or N F (Pi ), the error observed by agenti can be reduced. If all
agents finished the partition forming process (no agent can claim a node
according to the rules defined above), they arrived at a particular solution of
the original graph partitioning problem. At this point in time all nodes are
part of exactly one partition and all partitions are connected components of
the original graph.
There are three processes running in parallel in each agent. These processes and some of their logic is described in Fig. 2.4. The process of gradient
building influences partition forming, since the gradient value is added to the
utility for some nodes at the evaluation step of partition forming. The patrolling process is independent from the other two and automatically follows
the agent’s partition. In the patrolling process there is a step called “choose
next”. This is defined by the route or heuristic used for patrolling the agent’s
partition. In this chapter the heuristic I used for choosing the next node to
visit is the Conscientious Reactive patrolling algorithm.
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Parameter
Number of agents
Double number of agents every
Number of iterations
Agent speed

Value
1, 2, 4, . . . , 32
200000s
10
1m/s

Table 2.2: Simulation parameters for the local vs. global metric experiment.

2.5

Simulation environment

I have conducted numerous simulations to investigate the performance characteristics of my self-organized partitioning algorithm and compared patrolling on the formed partitions to well-known patrolling algorithms. First I
describe the environment in which the experiments were carried out as it was
designed to resemble possible real-world usage scenarios. I used the osmnx
python library[56] to download maps of two Hungarian cities: Budapest and
Komárom. I chose Budapest, since it is the capital of Hungary and like large
cities it has a lot of intersections and shorter edges. Komárom on the other
hand tends to have differently distributed edge lengths and node degrees (as
can be seen on Fig. 2.5 and 2.6) as it is a smaller city on the countryside.
Node degrees tend to be lower for Komárom but edge lengths are significantly
longer than the ones for Budapest. I chose two different real maps to model
possible usage scenarios and also to have environments with different characteristics. Our partitioning strategy is based on the assumption that the edge
length distribution of the graph is more or less even. The map excerpt from
Komárom has a longer tail in its edge length distribution, therefore more
variety than the map excerpt from Budapest. The downloaded maps were
simplified as the original Open Street Map data contains a lot of short edges
and unnecessary nodes. The simplification step was done using a built-in
functionality in osmnx. A third map was introduced, called Small World,
which is a generated small world type graph (Barabási-Albert graph) with a
completely different node degree distribution than the other two maps. This
graph has 50 nodes and was grown with 3 edges preferentially attached to
existing nodes using the networkx python library’s built in graph generator. This third environment has some really high degree nodes and claiming
those nodes in the partitioning phase can effect other partitions, as these
high degree nodes act as access points to the rest of the graph.
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Figure 2.5: Degree distributions of the maps used for the experiments.
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Edge length distribution for "Budapest"
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Figure 2.6: Edge length distributions of the maps used for the experiments.
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I carried out experiments in these graphs with three different patrolling algorithms with parameters given in Table 2.2. First, Conscientious Reactive[41]
was used as a baseline as it is a greedy heuristic with no communication
requirements among the agents. The second algorithm tested was State Exchange Bayesian Strategy[45], which is based on the idea that agents can
perform better if they exchange their intentions and factor the intentions of
other agents in when making a decision which node they visit next. The
third was my partition based patrolling algorithm, which forms partitions on
the map in a self-organized manner and agents perform patrolling on their
own partition only.

2.6

Partitioning algorithm results

Thesis 2.2 I have shown that the time needed to partition a graph using the
proposed PBPS algorithm grows sublinearly with the number of agents in the
system. I have also shown that the number of nodes is approximately equal in
each resulting partition, therefore the partitioning is approximately optimal
(with respect to the number of nodes metric). [C9, J5]
The goal of this experiment was to gain insight into the performance
characteristics of the partition forming part of the PBPS algorithm. To this
end I have disabled the mobility of the agents and tracked the partitioning
events throughout the simulation. Partitioning events are either node free or
nonfree node claims, or partition resets. In the beginning of every simulation
run, only one agent is on the map at a randomly chosen node and it starts
forming its partition. After this initial agent claims the whole map as its
partition there are no more partitioning events occurring. The simulator
waits until there are no more partitioning events for 5000 time steps and
then doubles the number of agents on the map. The agents already on
the map retain their partitions and the new agents are assigned a random
starting node as their initial partition. This mechanism for adding agents
sometimes cause overlaps in the partitioning, because the previous generation
of agents claimed the whole map together (every node belongs to one and
only one agent). However this is not a problem as the first time a new agent
broadcasts its initial partition, the overlaps will be resolved by the old agent
releasing that node from its partition (this mechanism is described in detail
in Subsection 2.4.5).
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Figure 2.7: Size of partitions vs number of agents.
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8

16

The number of agents simulated on each map are exponentially increasing (1, 2, . . . , 16). The exponential increment in the number of agents can
reveal the scalability characteristics of the partition forming part of PBPS
with respect to the different maps. As a performance metric, the time to
arrive at a stable partitioning was measured for different number of agents
(1, 2, 4, . . . , 16) and at the same time the number of nodes in each partition
were tracked. A partitioning is stable if no more random resets (described in
Section 2.4.4) or claim actions happen.
This was done in order to confirm whether a stable partitioning is also a
balanced one. A balanced partitioning in this terminology is where the numnumber of nodes
number.
ber of nodes in each agent’s partition is close to the number
of agents
In other words, a balanced partitioning is where each partition has a roughly
equal amount of nodes. Depending on the structure of the map this balanced
property might not be achievable, since the tested maps are not full graphs
with an edge connecting every node. Figures 2.7a, 2.7b and 2.7c report the
distribution of partition sizes versus the number of agents. These are box
plots[57] where the box contains 75% of the observed values. The blue curve
shows the balanced partition sizes for different number of agents, its value
number of nodes
, where number of nodes is constant and a property of the
is number
of agents
map. The results here show that in all simulated experiments the partitioning algorithm was able to arrive at solutions close to the optimal. Some
exceptions show up as outliers on the box plots and indicate that the initial
conditions have some influence on the final partitioning. All simulations were
done 10 times with different starting positions for the agents, therefore each
box represents the distribution of 10 ∗ number of agents different resulting
partition sizes.
Additionally the mean, variance and index of dispersion[58] metrics were
calculated for the three different maps and for the different agent numbers.
These results are summarized in Table 2.3. As can be seen in the table, the
values are
The next set of results discuss the time requirements of the partitioning algorithm, paying attention to its scaling properties. The question here
is how does adding more agents to a map influence the time needed to arrive at a stable configuration? A stable configuration is one, where no more
partitioning events occur. One of the advantages of using a self-organized
approach is that in theory it is scalable and can enable multi-agent patrolling
on larger graphs for a larger number of agents, than centralized algorithms.
Figures 2.8a, 2.8b and 2.8c show the distribution of time of the last partition62
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Figure 2.8: Times of last partitioning events for versus number of agents
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Number of agents
Mean
Var
IDI
Mean
Var
IDI
Mean
Var
IDI

1
2
4
Budapest belváros
146.0
73.0
36.5
0.0
0.0 0.2564
0.0
0.0 0.0070
Komárom
59.0
29.5
14.75
0.0 0.2631 0.5000
0.0 0.0089 0.0338
Small world
50
25
12.5
0.0
0.0 0.2564
0.0
0.0 0.0205

8

16

32

18.25
0.3670
0.0201

9.125
0.6383
0.0699

4.5625
0.3534
0.0774

7.3750
1.1487
0.1557

3.6875
0.3671
0.0995

N/A
N/A
N/A

6.25
0.1898
0.0303

3.125
0.1729
0.0553

N/A
N/A
N/A

Table 2.3: Mean, variance and index of dispersion values of resulting partition
sizes for all three tested maps and different number of agents.
ing event for each different simulated agent population versus the number of
agents across all 10 iterations. Each group of values consists of 10 measurements and a curve is fitted to show the observed general trend of the values.
It is important to note that the 5000 time step period between agent additions is subtracted from the values on the figures to show an ideal situation
where one could determine the exact moment when the partitioning stops.
The figures show that although the number of agents increase exponentially,
the time needed to partition the graph increases only linearly. This indicates,
that for the tested maps, the algorithm behaves well with a large number of
agents and might be suitable to handle very large number of agents partitioning the same graph simultaneously. The variance of the values increase
for larger number of devices. This indicates that the intermediate resulting
partitionings and randomly assigned starting nodes for added agents (initial condition for each addition step) has an increasingly large effect when
the number of agents are high. It is possible that by carefully choosing the
insertion point for new agents, the observed variance might be decreased.
However in this analysis I was interested in the possible outcomes and was
aiming of getting a full picture of the dynamic behavior of my proposed
approach rather than optimizing its parameters for ideal performance.
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2.7

Patrolling results

Thesis 2.3 PBPS outperforms well-known, state of the art algorithms, such
as CR, SEBS and MSP algorithms with regard to the worst idleness distribution with only the graph structure as a priori information. [C9, J5]
Thesis 2.4 I have shown that using the PBPS algorithm, the average number of agents needed to fulfill a worst idleness guarantee is half what is required
with other state of the art patrolling strategies. [C9, J5]
After investigating the different aspects of the partitioning, I compared
my PBPS algorithm with two other algorithms: Conscientious Reactive
(CR) and State Exchange Bayesian Strategy (SEBS). CR is a simple greedy
reactive algorithm, where the agent makes decisions based only on the visits
made by itself. Other agents are not taken into account, therefore no communication is needed by this algorithm. Upon arriving to a node it resets
the node’s idle timer in its own local data structure and evaluates the node’s
neighbors in the graph. For the next node to visit the agent chooses the one
with the largest instantaneous idle time value. CR is a trivial algorithm that
requires only an agent with the capability to move and store the graph and
timers in its internal memory, therefore the algorithm is an ideal baseline to
compare other, more sophisticated algorithms to.
The State Exchange Bayesian Strategy (SEBS) strategy takes into account the interference caused by other agents in the same area. Agents can
inhibit each others’ movements by standing in the way or forcing other agents
to move slower to avoid collision. This effect can cause strategies like CR and
Greedy Bayesian Strategy (GBS) to perform poorly in situations, where the
number of agents in an area becomes high. GBS and SEBS builds on the
idea of Bayesian decisions, where the a priori probability to visit a neighbor
node is offset by the instantaneous idleness of the node known to the agent.
This way GBS can take into account priorities input by the designer and
the actual state of the system (instantaneous idleness of the nodes). SEBS
extends GBS by having agents broadcast their intentions (the node they are
intend to visit next) for their immediate neighbors. This information is used
in all agents when evaluating the agent’s next node to visit. If one or more
agents intend to visit the same node, it is not beneficial to let another one go
in that same direction, even if the instantaneous idleness value of the node
is high. SEBS aims to lower the amount of time an agent loses by executing
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collision avoidance behaviors, causing them to slow down or chose a different
target node altogether.
In these simulation runs, each group size (number of agents) ran for
200000 time steps, and after the number of agents were doubled. This
process was repeated until there were 16 agents for Komárom and Small
World, and 32 agents for Budapest on the map. I ran 10 iterations for each
algorithm-map pair with random starting positions for every agent for every
iteration. The structure of the graphs and the starting position of the agents
can influence their measured performance, therefore in order to gain as much
information about the performances of different algorithms as possible, random non-overlapping starting points were chosen for the agents when they
were added to the team. In the case of CR and SEBS strategies this means
a random node from the graph and in the case of PBPS, this results in a
random node from the agent’s partition.
Partitioning strategies have a tendency to perform worse when they start
on a graph, because they base their decisions on idleness times (and other
agents’ intentions in the case of SEBS), but in the beginning this data is not
available for them. Therefore the first 100000 time steps for each different
configuration were dropped in order to let the agents “warm up” and the
worst idleness times for each node were collected for the last 100000 of each
configuration. Figures 2.9a, 2.9b and 2.9c report the worst idleness time
distribution measured on the whole map for different strategies and different
number of agents.
For one agent, CR and PBPS are almost identical, this is caused by
the fact that PBPS employs CR as the patrolling strategy in the agents’
partitions. In all tested configurations the performance of PBPS were better
than the other tested algorithms. Comparing worst idleness distributions
between SEBS and PBPS reveals that PBPS requires on average half the
amount of agents to achieve the same performance as SEBS. In the case of
map Komárom this effect is even more pronounced as the required number
of agents for PBPS is one fourth of that for SEBS.
Another interesting facet is that SEBS tends to have a distribution with
a longer tail than CR and PBPS. This means that the majority of values
are larger than the mean for maps Budapest and Komárom (see in Figures
2.9a and 2.9b), which indicates that judging the performance of SEBS by
the mean of its worst idleness times can be misleading, by indicating that
the average time between visits to nodes in the map is smaller than what
can be interpreted from the distribution of the values. This property means
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that performance metrics reported in articles like [45] can be only part of
the whole picture as one cannot judge every aspect of the performance of the
algorithms accurately from the average idleness values.
To have a better understanding of the performance of the proposed patrolling strategy, I have evaluated it on three more graphs from [45] and
compared its performance to MSP, which is the state of the art partition
based centralized patrolling strategy. I used different graphs, because the
MSP[40] routes were already calculated for them. Environment A, B and C
have different Fiedler values (λA = 0.0080, λB = 0.0317, and λC = 0.1313),
indicating their connectedness. All results reported in Figures 2.10, 2.11 and
2.12 were obtained with 8 agents on the graphs. I performed 10 iterations
with random starting positions for the agents on the graphs. The methodology and general trend in performance is the same as before, however these
figures also contain the performance for a centralized, partition based approach, MSP.

2.8

Conclusion

I have proposed a self-organized graph partitioning algorithm to use in a
multi-agent patrolling scenario. The result of the partitioning algorithm is
a set of subgraphs that can be used by patrolling agents as their individual
patrolling tasks. These subgraphs are formed cooperatively by the agents
on the graph without any central help or control. Using subgraphs of the
original graph allows to completely avoid interference between agents, therefore have them performing in a parallel and deterministic manner. The cost
function used in this chapter was the difference in number of nodes between
partitions, but changing this cost function opens up possibilities for designers
of patrolling systems to tailor the resulting partitions to their use case.
Simulations were performed on three different maps, representing different
environments: the inner city of Budapest with shorter edges and more neighbors, part of the small city Komárom with longer edges and fewer neighbors
and a random graph, which is a generated small world type graph (Barabási
Albert graph). PBPS arrived at a balanced partitioning in every simulation run with low variance in the number of nodes assigned to an individual
agent. Moreover PBPS scales well with the number of agents, meaning that
the time needed to finish partitioning increased sublinearly with the number of agents tested. This property is in contrast with planning approaches,
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Figure 2.9: Worst idleness time distributions for different strategies versus
number of agents.
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Figure 2.10: Worst idleness time distributions for different strategies, 8 agents
versus different initial conditions, Environment A
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Figure 2.11: Worst idleness time distributions for different strategies, 8 agents
versus different initial conditions, Environment B
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Figure 2.12: Worst idleness time distributions for different strategies, 8 agents
versus different initial conditions, Environment C
that usually have worse scaling properties, making it viable to employ this
strategy on larger graphs and with a larger amount of agents.
I compared the performance of agents using different patrolling strategies,
such as CR, SEBS and my PBPS. Patrolling performance was judged by
the distribution of worse idleness times for all nodes in the graph, represented
as box plots. In every tested case PBPS came out ahead, and on two maps
the necessary number of agents for PBPS were half of what was required by
CR and SEBS for the same performance. This results in a tradeoff decided
by the designer or implementor later: either employ the same amount of
agents and get lower worst idleness times throughout the graph, or in a resource constrained scenario, change the patrolling strategy and get the same
performance level with only half the agents required by other strategies.
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Chapter 3
Novel solutions for decision
problems in a swarm robotics
scenario
3.1

Introduction

In this chapter I will look at the binary decision problem in a swarm robotics
setting, that usually involves an order of magnitude more agents than patrolling usually does and builds on the idea that agents in the system are
simple, small devices incapable of achieving something by themselves, therefore have to rely on positive and negative feedback loops to correct each
others’ mistakes. This chapter involves theoretical modeling of the system
introduced and experiments done on real hardware, investigating the differences between the calculated outcome of the theoretical model and the
observed one by running real robots. The previous two chapters were based
on heuristics, combinations of heuristics, different feedbacks, random perturbations and simulations only. This chapter follows a different approach, here
I start off with a theoretical model of a binary decision making problem for
a swarm of robots based on well-known mathematical models. In the first
part of the chapter I am going to introduce a previously not studied binary
decision making scenario, adapt a previously proposed Ordinary Differential Equation model to it and reason about the model. In the second part
I am introducing a new hardware that I helped develop specifically made
for swarm robotics research with the goal of extending the capabilities of
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simple robots used in such experiments. In the third part of this chapter I
am going to introduce a swarm robotics experiment of the decision making
problem modeled by the mathematical model and done with the help of the
new hardware I helped develop.
In this chapter the new solutions I am presenting are in the context of
swarm robotics[59], that deals with a large number of simple agents working
together, producing emergent behavior, and solving problems that would be
impossible to solve by the individual swarm members. One such problem
is decision making, where the swarm has to reach consensus on a particular
opinion over time. The opinions in the system can represent different routes
between two points (such as in the double bridge experiment in [60]) or two
or more different actions the agents can take. This problem is referred to as
best-of-n, where n is the number of available opinions the swarm can choose
from. The task is always to form consensus on one of the opinions and not
to allocate resources to some of the opinions. In this chapter I am going
to study the binary case of the best-of-n problem, where n = 2. These two
opinions are usually referred to as A and B and the task for the swarm is
to choose between them. It is important to note that the binary case is a
simplification of the more general best-of-n problem. The algorithms given
to solve this simplified problem might be applicable to the more general case,
although this would require further research.

3.2

Related works

The model used for binary decision making in this chapter originates from
the one introduced in [61], where the majority rule is applied repeatedly until
consensus is achieved on either one of the opinions. The system chooses n
agents randomly and forms a team from them. The team adopts the opinion
of the majority of agents in the team. This is the application of the majority
rule and after this step, the agents forming the team are put back into the
population. In this model consensus will form, with high probability, on the
opinion which is initially favored by the population. This property makes
this model inadequate to use directly, but it is a useful basis to build on.
It is important to note, that a prerequisite for this model to work is that
the population has to be well-mixed. Meaning that the probability that an
agent will be selected in a team formation step before the application of the
majority rule is the same for all agents in the swarm[62]. The well-mixed
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property is necessary for the theoretical model, but is quite hard to achieve
in practice as discussed in Section 3.8.
Later Lambiotte et al.[63] added the concept of latency to the system,
where agents can be latent or non latent. Latent agents hold on to their
opinions, and do not change them during an application of the majority rule.
Non latent agents on the other hand have the opportunity to change their
opinion depending on the majority in their group. If a non latent agent
changes its opinion, it becomes latent, and latent agents become non latent
with a predefined probability α. In this modified model it is possible to
achieve consensus on, for example, opinion A even if initially less than 50
percent of the population favored opinion A.
In [64] the same random team formation and majority rule application
steps are applied, but agents hold on to their new opinions for a different
amount of time for opinion A and opinion B. This is called differential latencies and models actions taking different amounts of time in a real life
scenario. For example if agents have to explore and chose from two physical
places (opinion A and B in the model), the travel times to these places will
most probably take a different amount of time from the site. This aspect is
captured by the model proposed in [64] and results in consensus on the opinion that is associated with the shortest latency period. The reason for this
is that agents having the opinion associated with the closer site are having
a majority in the nest, because they spend less time traveling, than agents
with the other opinion.
The biological inspiration of this chapter comes from the site selection
behavior of honeybee swarms[4, 5]. There are two sites and a nest, where
agents can interact, and the agents have to choose the best site. The two
sites can be viewed as opinions and the time it takes to move to one of the
sites and evaluate them can be modeled as latencies associated with the sites.
The nest is the place, where agents can exchange their opinions and this is
the place, where the application of the majority rule takes place.
Three different configurations of the original problem are examined in
this chapter, called indirect, direct and mixed. The indirect configuration
was introduced in [64], where authors used differential latencies to represent
tasks taking different amounts of time. The swarm usually achieves consensus
on the task that takes a shorter time, the one associated with the smaller
latency. Therefore in the site selection scenario, the swarm will choose the
site that is closer to the nest.
The second configuration is direct[65, 66], where the amount of time is
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the same to evaluate opinion A and B (if these are associated with site A
and B, like before, they are the same distance from the nest), but there is
a quality metric associated with the two different opinions influencing the
swarm dynamics. In this case the two sites are at equal distance from the
nest, but they have different qualities. The decision logic used for the indirect
case is not applicable here, since there was no quality metric in that case and
the distances of the sites from the nest were different. The goal in this case
is to achieve consensus on the site that is associated with the highest quality.
The third and not yet explored configuration is mixed, where the latencies
and qualities are such, that the site with better quality is farther away from
the nest. Neither of the two previously introduced models can be used in this
case directly, therefore I proposed modifications to the Ordinary Differential
Equation (introduced in [66]) in Section 3.3 to model this case accurately.
These modifications allow swarms to arrive at consensus on the opinion associated with the better quality even if its farther away from the nest than
the other one.
To validate the theoretical findings I have performed experiments with
the Kilobot hardware[67], which has been a useful tool for swarm robotics
tasks such as aggregation[68], collective transport[69] and self-assembly[70].
To augment the capabilities of the Kilobot robot and to ensure that the
experiment area closely resembles the environment of the theoretical model,
the Kilogrid tool[71] was used to carry out the experiments.
In this chapter I will first introduce the binary decision problem in detail,
along with three different configurations and the Ordinal Differential Equation model in Section 3.3. In Section 3.6 and 3.5 I introduce the hardware
used for the robotic experiments in the end of the chapter. Section 3.7 consists of the kilob library that makes experiments with the Kilobots on the
Kilogrid reproducible and easier to implement. The experiments with 100
Kilobots along with the results and discussion are presented in Section 3.8.

3.3

Theoretical Study

Thesis 3.1 I have shown that the proposed mixed modulation for decision
problems increases the number of initial conditions that result in consensus
on the desired opinion compared to direct modulation by more than 25% for
easy (ρb = 0.5) and more than 10% for hard (ρb = 0.9) configurations, where
qa > qb . [C8, J4]
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Facing a binary decision problem studied in this chapter, agents have to
choose between two sites represented as two opinions: opinion “A” and “B”.
By using local information and applying simple rules repeatedly, over time
these agents reach consensus. The problem considered here models the site
selection problem present in honeybee communities, where for example bees
have to choose between two promising sites (site A and site B) to harvest
food from. It is important to note that in this formulation of the decision
problem, there is no load balancing: the goal is not to allocate a part of the
agents to site A and B and maximize the harvested food, but to choose the
best one. Reaching consensus is defined as the swarm arriving at a common
opinion with some tolerance (i.e. 85 − 100% of the agents agree) and holding
onto that opinion.
The area where agents move and operate is divided into three parts: site
A, site B and the nest. Site A corresponds to opinion A and site B to opinion
B. If an agent’s current opinion is A, it will explore site A and later go back to
the nest to exchange opinions with other agents. The nest is needed for the
swarm as a place, where individual agents can exchange opinions, therefore
influence their peers. The nest is the place, where the application of the
majority rule happens, therefore the only place where agents can change
opinions. The configuration of the decision making problem depends on the
distances of site A and B from the nest (qa and qb is the average time required
to reach site A and B respectively). The ratio of opinions A and B at the
beginning is the initial condition of the problem and is usually referred to as
wa (percentage of opinion A in the whole population).
Agents in the swarm have two states: exploration and dissemination.
Agents in exploration state are moving from the nest toward the site according to their opinion (i.e. site A for agents with opinion A) and once
arrived, they start exploring the site for a random amount of time. When
the exploration is done, they move back to the nest and upon arriving change
their state to dissemination. While in dissemination state, they are continuously broadcasting their opinion. Disseminating agents move inside the nest
to sample other agents’ opinions and when collected enough opinions from
other agents, they make a decision. The concrete implementation of the decision making rule can have a large effect on the effectiveness of the system,
whether the agents can reach consensus at all, and the time needed to reach
consensus.
There are different well-known implementations for such decision rules,
such as the Voter model[72, 73], k-unanimity[74, 75] and the majority rule[61,
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64, 66]. For the decision making rule I chose the majority rule, which provides
less accurate, but faster consensus than the Voter Model[66]. This is an
important characteristic of the system, as I am going to perform experiments
with robots that only have a limited amount of battery capacity. Faster
consensus time of the majority rule is the enabling factor of experiments of
this scale.
The majority rule has one parameter, the group size (usually referred to as
G), which determines the amount of agents in a decision making step. Note,
that at every point in time every agent has an opinion. Either initialized
with one or changed its previous opinion according to the outcome of an
application of the majority rule. The number of other agents needed is G−1,
because the agent’s current opinion is always in the group. Selection of these
agents is different in the theoretical model and in the robotic experiments.
In this section the selection of the G − 1 agents is random, which means that
the population of agents will always be well-mixed. If the number G is odd,
no ties can happen, possibly resulting in faster consensus times. If the agent
has all opinions necessary, it chooses the one that has more “supporters”.
To study the performance of such a decision making system, the approach
usually taken is to measure the performance of the system in its thermodynamic limit. Meaning that we assume that there are an infinite amount of
agents in the experiment area, they can communicate seamlessly and their
movement does not have to obey physical impacts. In this case the dynamics
of the system can be described by an Ordinary Differential Equation (ODE)
model, which tracks the ratio of agents with opinion A and B over time. The
ODE model introduced here is based on the model described in [66]. The
model tracks the proportion of agents in different states with opinion A and
B separately. da refers to agents with opinion A in dissemination state and
ea refers to agents with opinion A in exploration state (same for opinion B).
The ODE model defines the change rates of these quantities, therefore the
opinion of the whole swarm in time. The model is defined in Equation 3.1,
where the equations defining α and β are left out intentionally: these are
the times agents spend in the dissemination state, dependent on the formulation of the decision making problem. These different formulations will be
introduced later in this section.
The equations in the model express the change in agent states through
time. For example the equation for dtd da says that agents with opinion A
in exploration state change to dissemination state while keeping their opinions with the rate that is proportional to the travel time between the site
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and the nest. These rates (defined in Equation 3.2) are different for site A
and B, ensuring that agents take more time to move between different sites
and the nest, consequently change from exploration to dissemination states
at different rates. The first term, σa ea , says that agents with opinion A
in exploration state change to the dissemination state, while keeping their
opinions, with a rate proportional to the traveling times between site A and
the nest. The second term of the equation says that with some rate α (defined for the different configurations later) agents change from dissemination
state to some other state, decreasing the number of agents in dissemination
state with opinion A. The third equation for dtd ea describes the change in
exploration state agents with opinion A. This equation is a bit more complicated, because this is where the model incorporates opinion changes. In
dissemination state agents aggregate opinions of other agents around them,
and at the end of the dissemination state they apply the majority rule. The
outcome of this rule application is either the agent keeps its current opinion
(happens to 1 − paa of the agents with opinion B) or changes from opinion
B to A (happens to 1 − pba of the agents with opinion B). The rates corresponding to these quantities are dependent on the used modulation, which
is a function determining the time an agent spends in dissemination state in
the nest. Agents apply the majority rule at the end of their dissemination
state, this is the opportunity where they can change opinions, therefore the
use of α and β. The third term is the amount of agents returning from site
A and is the same amount that is added to da in the first term of the first
equation. In the model the total number of agents are constant and only
the proportion of agents with opinion A and B changes over time. Therefore
this model is able to describe the changes in opinions over time for different
decision problem configurations.
d
d = σa ea − αda ,

dt a


 d d = σ e − βd ,
b b
b
dt b
(3.1)
d

e
=
p
αd
+
p
a
aa
a
ba βdb − σa ea ,

dt

d
e = pab αda + pbb βdb − σb eb ,
dt b
σa = qa−1 ,

σb = qb−1

(3.2)

The quantities paa , pab define the proportion of agents expected to keep
or change their opinions when applying the majority rule. These quantities
are defined in Equations 3.3 and 3.4. In these equations pa is the probability
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that a neighboring agent has opinion A. Therefore for opinion B, pb = 1 − pa .
pa can be defined in terms of da and db , since these are the agents in the
a
. Let Xa be a random
nest, currently broadcasting their opinion: pa = dad+d
b
variable with Binomial distribution (Xa ∼ B(G − 1, pa )), where the number
of trials are G − 1 (recall that in the application of the majority rule, the
agent’s own opinion is always present, hence G − 1) and the probability that
another agent has opinion A is pa . paa is then defined as the cumulative
distribution function of Xa for the favorable cases, where at least half the
group (b(G−1)/2c) has opinion A. In the “worst” case here half the group has
opinion A and with the original opinion of the agent (which is A in this case)
the majority rule always decides in favor of opinion A. The same reasoning
goes for pab , but this time the summation goes over the non-favorable cases,
where there is no majority, therefore the decision will always be opinion B.
pbb and pba can be obtained in the same manner. It is important to note,
that this model and the especially the formulation of pij , i, j ∈ a, b there is
an assumption: the agents in the nest are well-mixed. This means that the
distribution of agents are such, that the chance to encounter an agent with
opinion A is the same as to encounter an agent with opinion B.
paa =

G−1
X

(

i=b(G−1)/2c

G−1 i
)pa (1 − pa )G−1−i ,
i

(3.3)

G−1 i
)pa (1 − pa )G−1−i
i

(3.4)

b(G−1)/2c−1

pab =

X
i=0

(

There are three different configurations of the decision making problem
that are relevant here: indirect, direct and mixed. These formulations change
only the definition of α and β in the model introduced in Equation 3.1. These
will be referred to as modulations, because consensus can be reached on the
desired opinion in these configurations if one choses the right amount of time
an agent spends broadcasting its opinion in the nest. Therefore by modulating the broadcast time in the nest these different problem formulations can
be tackled.
The first modulation is indirect[61, 63], and it is defined in Equation 3.5.
The configuration where this modulation is useful is visualized on Figure
3.1. It is applicable when the quality of the site is defined by its distance
from the nest. By using indirect modulation, the agents spend on average
g seconds disseminating their opinions in the nest. This modulation only
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SITE A

NEST

SITE B

Figure 3.1: Configuration of the binary decision problem for the indirect
modulation.
works if qa 6= qb , in other words if one site is closer to the nest than the other.
This will result in less agents disseminating the opinion which corresponds
to the site that is farther away, because agents taking the trip to the farther
site are in transit for a longer time, therefore less of them are in the nest at
any given time. If less agents are in the nest with that opinion, chances are
that the majorities will be in favor of the opinion that corresponds to the
closer site. This modulation implicitly solves the decision problem without
any quality measures. Agents do not have to make measurements, they stay
and broadcast their opinion in the nest, on average for the same amount of
time.
α = g −1 ,

β = g −1

(3.5)

Lets suppose that there are two sites (A and B) at an equal distance
from the nest (qa = qb ), so using the indirect modulation would theoretically
lead to a situation, where the system stays undecided. The same amount of
round trip time to the sites and back means the same amount of agents in the
nest with opinion A and B, therefore the system cannot decide which site is
better. In the direct configuration of the decision making problem, the quality
estimate is introduced to the system. The modulation used in the indirect
case is extended to take into account the quality estimate of the sites gathered
by the agents. This is called direct modulation[64, 65, 66] and is defined in
Equation 3.6. The configuration where this modulation is useful is visualized
on Figure 3.2. An agent returning to the nest would now disseminate its
opinion proportional to the measured quality of the site. This means that if
there are two sites at the same distance, but one of them has a better quality,
there will be on average more agents in the nest disseminating the opinion
corresponding to the site with better quality, because those agents broadcast
their opinion for a longer time. The qualities of the sites are defined by ρa
and ρb . The quantities are always positive and ρa , ρb ∈ [0, 1]. ρa and ρb are
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SITE A
quality=1

SITE B
quality=0.9

NEST

Figure 3.2: Configuration of the binary decision problem for the direct modulation.
parameters to the decision making problem and define the difficulty and time
requirements of reaching consensus. A scenario with quality values ρa = 1
and ρb = 0.5 is easy, because according to Equation3.6 agents with opinion
B spend on average half the time broadcasting their opinion compared to
other agents with opinion A. Often, without loss of generality, the scenario
is defined with ρa = 1 fixed, and only ρb is being changed.
α=

1
,
gρa

β=

1
gρb

(3.6)

In a mixed setting both the distances of the sites (qa and qb ) and their
qualities (ρa and ρb ) matter. If one aims a consensus on site A with qa < qb
and ρa > ρb then either modulation introduced before (in Equation 3.5 or
3.6) would work. However the aim here is to arrive at consensus on the
better quality site with the environment working “against” the swarm. If
the better quality site is A, then this would mean that qa > qb , in other
words the site with the better quality is farther away from the nest than the
site with worse quality. In this case I will show that neither indirect nor direct
modulation works, because they arrive at consensus on site B. To tackle this
configuration, I introduce the mixed modulation, which takes into account
not just the quality but also the time required to travel to the sites. This
modulation is defined in Equation 3.7. The configuration mixed modulation
was designed for is visualized in Figure 3.3.
α=

1
,
(g + qa )ρa

β=

1
(g + qb )ρb

(3.7)

I implemented simulations in the R programming language to study the
effectiveness of the proposed modulation mechanism. The simulation compares the direct and mixed modulations for different configurations of the binary decision making problem. The configurations include an easy ρb = 0.5,
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SITE A
quality=1

NEST

SITE B
quality=0.9

Figure 3.3: Configuration of the binary decision problem for the mixed modulation.
and a hard ρb = 0.9 instance with site distances sweeping from qa = 0.1, . . . , 2
and qqab = 0.1, . . . , 2. The largest distance of site B in this configuration is
qb = 20, while the closest is qb = 0.05. For each configuration the simulation finds the lowest proportion of agents initialized with opinion A (wa ) for
which the system converges on opinion A instead of opinion B. This method
was done for the direct (see Equation 3.6) and mixed (see Equation 3.7)
modulations. The difference of wa ’s obtained in simulation for the different
modulations can be used as a performance measure to compare them. The
proportion of initial conditions for which the modulation still converges on
opinion A defines the applicability of the modulation in terms of environment
parameters, such as qa and qb .
The simulations were conducted on the Institut de Recherches et de
Développements en Intelligence Artificielle (IRIDIA) computing cluster and
the results are reported in Figures 3.4a and 3.4b, for ρb = 0.5 and ρb = 0.9
values (while ρa = 1). The horizontal axis is the absolute time needed to
travel to site A (qa ), the vertical axis is the qa /qb ratio. Every point in the
figures represent the difference in minimum proportion of agents initialized
with opinion A (wa ) to achieve consensus on opinion A (wamixed − wadirect ).
If the value associated with a point is positive, it means that the mixed
modulation was performing better at that particular configuration of qa and
qa /qb values. On the figure where qb = 0.5 the mixed modulation performed
better at always any configuration tried. The difference between direct and
mixed modulation is that using mixed modulation agents are aware of the
traveling time between the nest and different sites. The better performance
observed for the configurations for ρb = 0.5 can be offset by the fact that
agents realistically are not aware of qa and qb , they can only approximate
these values. The performance differences observed in the figures are only
valid if these approximations are unbiased and with low variance.
In the case of the harder configuration (ρb = 0.9), the same trend can
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be observed: mixed modulation is better above a certain (qa /qb ≈ 0.4) ratio
for all tested combinations. The performance increase is not as significant as
with the easier problem, but for example if site A is 2 times farther away than
site B, there is on average at least 10% increase in performance, therefore
the modulation would work in noisier environments or with agents biased to
opinion B in the beginning.

3.4

Robotic Experiments

Theoretical studies are an important part of research, because they give
key insight into the dynamics of a system. Different parameters and slight
modifications can be tried out fast and one can prove certain properties of the
proposed system, which is the cornerstone to help us understand the basic
dynamics of these systems. Using theoretical models I was able to design
the mixed modulation mechanism that work for different scenarios of the
binary decision problem and study the properties of the swarm with a wide
array of parameter settings. Swarm robotics research deals with the collective
behavior of a large number of agents and proposes ways for them to interact
in order to achieve a goal that is beyond the limits of the individual robots.
The theoretical model introduced earlier is only valid if certain assumptions
are true, such as the well-mixed property of the agents in the nest or that the
number of agents is infinite. To be able to reason further about the mixed
modulation one could simulate its behavior with an experiment designed
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similarly as the theoretical model’s environment, but able to give insight into
effects caused by the finite size of the swarm, certain movement restrictions
of the agents, communication failures, etc. The advantage of the simulations
is that an experiment can be designed really fast, multiple configurations
can be tried out before arriving at the final robot control algorithm and its
basically free, no hardware has to be purchased. Good simulators already
exist for robot platforms used for swarm robotics research, for example for
the Kilobot platform, including Kilombo[76], V-rep[77] and KBSim[78].
The disadvantage of a simulation for robot control algorithms is that it
is really hard to accurately model the physical aspect of robots, such as
wireless communication with all of its properties: dependence on distance,
interference caused by other devices in the vicinity, interference caused by
other transmissions at the same time, signal to noise ratio dependent on the
orientation of the antenna, etc. To name a few other phenomena, if the
communication is IR based (such as in the case of the Kilobot, the hardware
used for robotic experiments later in this chapter), the transceiver can be
a bit dirty, it might not face exactly the surface, the surface itself scatters
IR differently based on its material and its quality (for example scratches on
the surface), and the light conditions during an experiment can influence the
communication capabilities of the robots too.
Another problematic aspect is the handling of robot movement and collisions. Robots have to be calibrated and even then, straight motion for
example is problematic with the Kilobot. In a simulator the robots can
move straight or their movement patterns can be somewhat random, but
it will never behave the same as a real robot, because the Kilobot might
move straight for a couple centimeters, but on a longer distance it is impossible to achieve straight motion without using outside help. Moreover the
movement characteristics of the robot change over time and possibly after
collisions. Straight motion for the robot might be achieved for example using the Kilobot’s light sensor (to judge the direction the robot faces), but
it is problematic, because every robot has a sensor with different sensitivity,
the robot has to modify its direction if it senses that the readings from the
light sensor indicate it is not going in the desired direction. At best, zig-zag
like motion is achievable in one direction on the experiment area (towards
the light source) and this can be used to approximate a straight line, but
other directions in the experiment area are problematic. In a simulator the
robots usually do exactly as their program commands them. If they have
to turn they will turn with equal speed to either direction, if they have to
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move straight, they will proceed in a perfect straight line. In practice however, straight motion is impossible and turning is usually impossible with
the same speed in both directions. The robots slow down as their batteries
start to drain and collisions can change their calibration (because of small
adjustments to their legs), therefore a robot that was turning smoothly or
going quasi-straight in the beginning of the experiment will most probably
not behave like that in the end of the experiment.
These observations motivate performing real robotic experiments instead
of simulations, often skipping simulations altogether. Writing a controller
that takes care of the high level task of the swarm, such as decision making
or self-assembly is only part of the problem. One can be sure that the controller and the underlying distributed algorithm is able to achieve the goal
of the experiment, but it will probably not work with real robots right away.
This motivates doing experiments with real robots, especially Kilobots, that
were made exactly to carry out swarm robotics experiments. The robots are
relatively cheap and really simple. Their capabilities are limited, therefore
its a natural fit for swarm robotics scenarios. The problem with doing experiments with Kilobots is that they are a bit too limited, because there is no
way of interacting with the environment but with a light sensor and an IR
transceiver. If one wants to set up a bounded experiment area for example,
the robots tend to flock to the walls and “stuck” there by forming groups,
entangling themselves without a chance to even detect this problem in the
first place. There are solutions for this problem, for example one can use a
curved surface to make it harder for robots to move in the direction of the
walls[66]. Problem is that now it is really hard to be sure that the experiment area is symmetric, i.e. the curve in the surface represents the same
“repelling force” against the Kilobots when they approach the walls on both
sides. If one can solve the problem of a relatively Kilobot friendly experiment
area, the robots still cannot sense and manipulate their environment, their
interactions are limited to each other. However in real biological systems,
the individuals usually have a way of interacting with their environment.
In the next section I am going to introduce the Kilobot robot that will
be used later in this chapter to perform experiments and the Kilogrid experiment arena that enables the Kilobots to overcome their limitations by
implementing virtual sensors and actuators for them.
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Figure 3.5: The Kilobot robot.

3.5

Kilobot

The Kilobot[67, 69] is a robot designed to be cheap, lightweight and handled
in large numbers easily (depicted on Figure 3.5). It is a relatively cheap
robot, therefore a large number of it can be used at the same time. It has
a circular body, approximately 3.3 cm in diameter. It uses the slip-stick
locomotion[79] based on two vibrating motors, where the centripetal forces
of motor vibration are converted to a forward force at the motor’s mounting
position. The Kilobot has three legs, two at the rear and one in the front. It
can rotate around the two rear legs with the nominal speed of 45 degrees/s
and can move forward at the nominal speed of approximately 1 cm/s. It is
important to note that in practice, due to the different length and orientation
of the legs and dust buildup on them, the robots almost always rotate at
differing speeds and can never perform perfect straight motion.
Kilobots can communicate locally among their immediate neighbors using
IR transceivers exchanging 9 bytes (as of Kilolib v2) of data in the form of
messages with each other. The body of the messages are completely up to
the experimenter, there are no fixed parts. The transceivers face down at the
surface on which the robots are moving. IR signals are reflected by the surface
and other robots in close vicinity can receive them. This mechanism ensures
a strictly localized communication mechanism. When receiving a message
the robot measures the strength of the incoming signal, enabling distance
approximations from received messages. Communicating with IR can induce
interference when robots are close by and transmit at the same time. For
this reason the MAC layer of the Kilobot uses CSMA/CA, therefore it only
starts using the channel when no other robot is transmitting. The strictly
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local nature of the IR facing down at the surface and CSMA/CA together are
able to provide sufficient bandwidth between robots close to each other. The
main advantage of using the Kilobot is that it is a scalable robotic platform,
meaning that it can be used in large numbers to perform experiments not
just with 10-20 robots but with hundreds or even a thousand[70]. There is
no on/off switch, they can be charged in bulk, no cable has to be attached in
order to communicate with them / charge them. Bulk operations like putting
the robots to sleep, waking them up, programming, starting their program,
etc. can be performed using a device called OHC (OverHead Controller).
This device is usually hung on top of the Kilobots, facing down and connected
to a PC running KiloGUI, the software able to control the robots. With the
OHC the user can program at least 100 robots simultaneously, and once the
robots are placed on the experiment area, they can be started at the same
time. This greatly simplifies the maintenance of the robots as there is no
need to handle them individually, all operations to be done on them can be
performed in bulk.

3.6

Kilogrid

Limitations of the Kilobot hardware enumerated in Section 3.4 and 3.5 motivated the development of an enhanced experiment area called Kilogrid, for
the Kilobots. This experiment area allows for the robots capabilities’ to
be extended with virtual sensors and actuators, expanding the set of viable
experiments. Kilogrid uses IR to communicate with the robots, creating a
virtual environment for them, where they can use virtual sensors and actuators and makes it possible to track the position and state of each Kilobot
participating in the experiment. Prior to Kilogrid the Kilobots could utilize
only their own sensors and motion tracking of the robots were only available
by recording the experiment with a video camera and post processing the
video to extract the position of the robots.
The Kilogrid[71] is a modular system composed of a grid of modules
(200 for the larger configuration), each module containing its own microcontroller, CAN bus adapter and the four cells. The cells provide bi-directional
communication with the Kilobots through IR transceivers. Modules are interconnected through a CAN network with the Dispatcher component. The
CAN network is a shared resource between the modules and the Dispatcher,
therefore the communication has to be strictly controlled by the Dispatcher.
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Figure 3.6: Visualization of the empty Kilogrid hardware.
The whole Kilogrid can be controlled from a PC connected to the Dispatcher
through USB. The Dispatcher’s role is to forward commands from the PC
to the modules, such as programming them, booting them up, starting and
stopping the experiment. The Dispatcher is either sending messages to modules or polling them in a circular manner and asking whether the currently
addressed module has any data to send.
A representation of the actual configuration of the Kilogrid used for the
experiments in this chapter can be seen in Figure 3.6. It is a rectangular experiment area for Kilobots with 200 modules. The coordinate system
originates in the lower right corner and each point in the coordinate system
corresponds to a module of the Kilogrid. Each module has 4 cells, each cell
has an RGB LED state indicator and an IR transceiver to communicate with
the Kilobot on top of the cell. In front of the 4 IRs, there is a mask on top
of the module to limit the spread of IR signal, therefore limit interference
between cells. The IR transceivers of the cells point up, the Kilobot on top
of the experiment area points down at the module. The shape of the mask in
front of the cells’ IR and the distance between the module and the Kilobots
moving on top is such that Kilobots can always communicate with at least
one cell. There are 4 IR transceivers on a module and only one processor,
so the IRs are time multiplexed, therefore they can not function at the same
time.
There is no synchronization between individual modules, therefore if a
Kilobot is on the border of 4 modules, it can hear the “corner” cell of each
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module, which can easily lead to interference. Connectivity through the
Kilogrid is not constant, because it depends on the Kilobot, the exact orientation of the IR transceivers, the tolerances of the masks and assembly of
the Kilogrid. After assembling the Kilogrid, I carried out a test run to have
an idea of the possible communication differences caused by different robots
and positions on the Kilogrid. To measure this I set up the Kilobots to send
a message every 2 seconds and the modules to add their coordinates to the
received message and forward it to the PC. On the PC I counted the messages
for each coordinate. The number of messages received by cells on the bottom
right corner of the Kilogrid can be seen on Figure 3.7. In this experiment a
total of 22 robots were used. Each robot was placed on the border of 4 modules, therefore it could communicate with the corner cells of all 4 modules.
There was one problematic robot that was not able to send messages (later
all robots were tested for connectivity and only the good ones were used for
experiments) at the border of modules ((2, 17), (2, 16), (3, 17), (3, 16)). This
test was carried out with systems still being developed, however it can give
an idea about the reliability of the communication between Kilobots and the
Kilogrid. As can be observed, all 4 modules below each Kilobot were able
to receive about the same number of messages throughout the experiment
for every tested location. However variation between number of messages
successfully sent by Kilobots can be observed easily just by looking at the
colors of the figure. Robots were placed far away from each other, so there
were no interference between them. Therefore the variance in the number of
messages sent by individual robots might be explained only by the differences
in the hardware of the robots themselves.
This experiment is not a thorough evaluation of Kilobot communication
capabilities but gives a rough idea about the reliability of communication
between robots and the Kilogrid and robots among each other. This effect
is magnified when there are multiple robots running in the experiment area,
sometimes close to each other, as they will inevitably cause interference.
Each module on the Kilogrid is programmed with the same firmware
from the controlling PC and sent arbitrary binary data before the experiment starts as configuration. When assembling the configuration, individual
modules or rows or columns can be addressed, therefore different modules
can be configured with different data based on their position on the grid. For
example when emulating a virtual wall detection sensor, the cells that are
part of the wall are configured with a 1 bit, other cells are configured with a
0 bit. Each module is sent the 4 bit configuration containing whether one or
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Figure 3.7: Number of Kilobot tracking messages received by part of Kilogrid
modules.
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more of its cells are part of the wall. When a module receives its configuration, it tests the configuration value for the wall for each cell and if the bit
is 1 it lights up the cell’s LED in red color and starts sending IR messages
from the cell’s IR continuously, saying that the cell is part of a wall. Cells
that are not part of the wall do not light up their LEDs and do not send
such messages. When a Kilobot receives an IR transmission from a cell, it
can engage in a collision detection maneuver, for example turning back and
moving away from the wall. This is a simple example of a virtual sensor able
to signal to the Kilobot that it approached an area, where collision with a
wall (physical or virtual) is possible. This simple mechanism was used successfully to keep robots from clustering on the physical walls of the smaller
configuration of the Kilogrid. The results of such experiments, featuring virtual sensors and actuators are detailed in the publication introducing the
Kilogrid hardware[71].

3.7

Standard Behaviors for Experiments with
Kilobots

Programming of the Kilobot can be done using the kilolib firmware provided
by Harvard. In my research the Kilobots were used with kilolib v2. This
second version provides a much cleaner programming environment than the
first one. It is callback-oriented, as in the user can define callback functions
for various events, such as when the robot is ready to send a new message
or there is an incoming message through IR. Kilolib v2 is a nice way to
interact with the hardware and provides a useful layer of abstraction on top
of it. However if the robot’s controller is complex, it can be hard to identify
certain aspects of the code, such as the implementation of primitives like
random walk or gradient following.
One interesting and often problematic facet of research is reproducibility. In robotics research submissions usually have a video attached to prove
that the experiment was done on real robots, it was successful and it was
performed without human intervention. Authors usually provide the source
code for the robot controllers in some way, but that source is usually a oneshot implementation of the controller for the specific experiment. There are
no reusable components for the Kilobot that could be referred to when implementing a controller for an experiment. Therefore it is hard to judge the
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exact implementation of, for example, the random walk primitive when it is
part of the robot’s behavior. There is no standard implementation of the
random walk behavior for the Kilobot, no standard set of parameters either.
High level description of controllers can sometimes be misleading. There are
a lot of small implementation details that can influence the performance of
a tested algorithm or completely change the outcome of an experiment. If
every researcher implements a custom random walk, it will be really hard
to compare performance of different approaches, make changes to them and
adapt it to our own problems. A standard set of behaviors speeds up implementation of the whole controller, automatically deals with hard problems,
such as gradient following and reliable scheduling of timed tasks, multiple
behaviors using the communication channel at the same time, etc.
During the development of the Kilogrid I proposed a modular software
library, called kilob[80], to aid in this aspect as a first approximation of
reusable behaviors for the Kilobot. These behaviors were designed with the
Kilogrid hardware in mind and make it easy for the Kilobot to work together
with the Kilogrid’s modules. There are currently six behaviors in the library
and it is open source.

3.7.1

Messaging

In Kilolib v2, receiving messages is as easy as defining a callback and registering it with the library. The callback provided by the user gets called from
an interrupt handler whenever there is a new incoming message. Since the
whole system is running in a single execution thread, there is no need to pay
special attention to issues arising from a multithreaded environment. The
only requirement is for the callback to return relatively fast, since it is called
from an interrupt handler. Sending messages is implemented in the same
manner: the user defines a callback, that is called whenever the Kilobot is
ready to send a message. If the robot has to deal with multiple types of messages or multiple modules (parts of the source code) want to send messages
at the same time, this can be problematic.
The naive approach to handle outgoing messages would be to define a
global variable holding the information whether there is a message to send
and test it from the callback called by kilolib. If the variable indicates there
is a message to send (its value is not null), the message send callback can read
the value of the message and send it. In my proposed module for messaging,
there is a circular buffer for messages to be sent from the Kilobot between the
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user defined code and the core kilolib v2. For the implementation I reused the
circular buffer implemented by macros in kilolib v2’s codebase. The buffer
has a static size defined at compile time. It is important to define structures
like this buffer with static size to avoid any dynamic memory allocation /
deallocation, since the Kilobot has limited hardware. With the static sized
buffer it is clear how much memory the whole controller is using at compile
time. This means that if the controller begins to run on the Kilobot, it is
guaranteed to run until the end of the experiment.
This simple addition of a buffer between user code and the core library
alleviates the programmer to think about and implement ways to coordinate
multiple parts of the controller sending messages at the same time. Using
the messaging module of the library also ensures correct implementation of
the message sending callback needed by kilolib. Since this callback is called
from an interrupt handler when there is a chance to send a message without
directly interfering with other robots, it has to run fast with minimal delay.
In this way the buffer helps eliminate another hard to debug problem by
ensuring correct implementation of the message send interrupt handler.
Listing 3.1: Example usage of the messaging behavior.
# include " kilob_messaging . h "
int main () {
k i l o b _ m e s s a g i n g _ i n i t () ;
IR_message_t * msg = kil ob _m es sa ge _s en d () ;
if ( msg != NULL ) {
msg - > data [0] = 1;
msg - > type = MY_MSG_TYPE ;
}
}

In Listing 3.1 I demonstrate the basic usage of the messaging behavior.
First one has to include the kilob messaging.h header, then initialize the behavior by calling kilob messaging init(). This sets up the buffers and internal
data structures needed for the behavior to work. If the user wants to send
a message, she calls kilob message send(), which returns a pointer. This
pointer is either NULL, if the buffer is full, or points to a message structure
that can be filled by the user. In the next step the user sets up the message to
be sent and the rest is handled by the messaging behavior. Once a message
is scheduled to be sent, there is no cancel function.
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3.7.2

Gradient Following

Following a gradient is a behavior that is frequently used in experiments
to guide robots along directions in the experiment area. When following
a gradient the robot moves in a direction signaled by some aspect of the
environment. It is an integral part of collective behaviors, because in most
cases agents need to move from one point of the experiment area to another
following some kind of gradient. The Kilobot has a light sensor embedded on
the back or the side of the robot (depends on the manufacturer) that can be
used to implement gradient following. However there are multiple problems
arising when using a light source as indication for the gradient direction.
First, if the light sensor is on the side of the robot, it is really hard to
implement a reliable algorithm because the robot will sense a brighter light
when the sensor is directed at the light source, but at that point the robot
itself is not moving in the direction of the source, therefore not moving along
the gradient. Another problem is that light can influence the communication
capabilities of the Kilobots, having different ranges for communication at
different positions in the experiment area. Third, in the cases where it is
needed, it is really hard to achieve a symmetric experiment area in the sense
that gradient ascend will be the same as descent. The properties of the
light source play a major role here and the experimenter needs to do a large
number of test runs and gather data before he/she can be sure that the
experiment area is symmetric. Last but not least using light enables to
implement only one simple gradient. Robots can ascend or descend that
gradient but cannot use others, therefore they can be guided only in two
directions by the environment. This aspect severely limits the variety of
experiments that can be implemented.
These factors motivated the implementation of gradient following behavior on the Kilogrid, where multiple gradients can be followed in either ascending or descending directions. The user can set up the gradients using a
simple text file, therefore it can be generated by other tools. Gradients for
this behavior have an identifier and a value at every cell of every module of
the Kilogrid. In the initialization phase of the Kilogrid after bootloading,
the user can send this configuration file to the Kilogrid from the modified
KiloGUI software. When the Kilogrid is running, the modules send messages
from each cell, through IR, that contains the cell’s gradient ids and values.
Users program the Kilobots to use the gradient following behavior implemented in kilob and set up which gradients to follow and in which direction
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Figure 3.8: Simple direction gradient values displayed on the Kilogrid as a
heat map.
depending on the state of the robot’s controller. Kilobots then forward gradient type messages to the behavior’s code, which is in complete control of
the robot’s motors and guides the robot in a direction that is consistent with
the set up gradients and their directions.
One simple example of a gradient would be the one, that makes it possible
to guide the robots from one end of the Kilogrid to the other and back. Figure
3.8 shows the values of this gradient along the Kilogrid. If a robot starts from
y = 0, it has to do gradient ascend, always moving in the direction of larger
values. Gradient values are sent to the Kilobots by the cells and each cell
can have a different value. This means that the spatial resolution of the
gradients implemented on the Kilogrid are 1 cell. If a robot moves only a
little bit in any direction, but does not reach the next cell, it is impossible
for it to determine if it is moving in the right direction. For this reason the
gradient following behavior samples the different values cells broadcast and
uses timers to guess the direction of the robot on the grid. In the ascending
direction this would mean that the robot saves the current gradient value
and if the next different value it receives is smaller, then it is moving in the
wrong direction. Detecting the wrong direction is easy, because it is apparent
at the time of receiving the first message with a smaller value. Moving in
the right direction however involves periods of time, when the robot receives
the current value and also a larger one, because the robot is on the border
between two cells. To handle this case, the behavior tracks the minimum
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and maximum values it encounters and if the maximum is larger than the
minimum in a predefined amount of time, the robot is moving in the right
direction. Notice that this heuristic is also able to handle the case, where the
robot is moving perpendicular to the gradient. For example if the robot is
on y = 4 but starts moving from x = 0 to x = 1, it will encounter the same
gradient values along the way, therefore not moving in the desired direction.
If the behavior encounters a problem, such as perpendicular motion (detected by encountering same minimum and maximum values) or motion in
the wrong direction (wrong gradient value), the behavior switches to evasion
state. In this state the movement pattern is the following:
• Moving straight for a predetermined amount of time or until the robot
detects that it is moving in the wrong direction. While moving, sample
the gradient values and track minimum and maximum values.
• If the values are not increasing (during gradient ascent) or decreasing
(during gradient descent), turn to change the direction in which the
robot samples the gradient values.
Gradient following tries to be fault tolerant, therefore it has no fixed
direction in the code for turning and no fixed amount of time for the robots
to turn. In the beginning of the evasion state, turning direction is chosen
randomly. This turning direction is kept until the robot is moving in the right
direction again (exits the evasion state). Keeping the turning direction during
evasion, the robot is moving in a circle, sampling gradient values for different
tangents. If the behavior would allow the turning direction to change, the
robot could move in the wrong direction of the gradient following for example
this sequence: turn right, move straight, turn left, move straight...
Gradients that are trying to keep robots away from walls can result in
robots stuck on the wall. This can happen if other robots or the inability
of the robot to move accurately caused it to hit the physical wall of the
experiment area and get stuck there. Figure 3.9 shows this situation. The
Kilobot is depicted as a triangle, its legs are circles and its front leg is the one
which is filled with red. At this position if the Kilobot is trying to evade a
wall gradient like the one depicted in Figure 3.10 and its turning direction is
counter clockwise, it will be stuck. The robot in that situation has no chance
to leave the wall and participate in the experiment anymore. Therefore the
behavior tracks the time spent above the same gradient value and if a preset
amount of time has passed, it changes the turning direction of the robot in
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Figure 3.9: Kilobot stuck on the wall of the experiment area.
evasion state, giving it a chance to evade this gradient and move away from
the wall.
The wall gradient seen in Figure 3.10 has non-zero values only in the
neighborhood of the physical walls. Robots trying to avoid walls do gradient
descent on this gradient. Robots can sense this gradient throughout the
experiment area, but only consider it present when its value is non-zero.
The behavior can track multiple gradients at the same time and if any
one of the gradients is followed in the wrong direction, the behavior changes
to evasion state. An example of multiple gradients are depicted in Figure
3.11 showing the “landscape” robots are navigating when following both
gradients.
Listing 3.2: Example usage of the gradient following behavior.
# include " kilob_gradient . h "
void on_escape_wall () {}
void o n_ e s ca p e _d i r ec t i on () {}
int main () {
k i l o b _ g r a d i e n t _ t r a c k i n g _ i n i t ( GRADIENT_CHECK_PERIOD ,
GRADIENT_TURN_SMALL_MU ,
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Figure 3.10: Wall avoidance gradient, guiding robots away from the walls.
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Figure 3.11: Direction and wall avoidance gradients added together. This
shows the “landscape” robots are navigating when following both gradients.
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GRADIENT_TURN_SMALL_SIGMA ,
GRADIENT_TURN_LARGE_MU ,
GRADIENT_TURN_LARGE_SIGMA ,
GRADIENT_STUCK_TIMEOUT );
kilob_gradient_tracking_config_add (
GRADIENT_IDX_WALL ,
kil ob_gra dient_ tracki ng_dec reasin g ,
on_escape_wall , 1) ;
kilob_gradient_tracking_config_add (
GRADIENT_IDX_DIRECTION ,
kil ob_gra dient_ tracki ng_inc reasin g ,
on_escape_direction , 0) ;
while (1) {
k i l o b _ g r a d i e n t _ t r a c k i n g () ;
}
}

In Listing 3.2 I demonstrate the usage of the gradient following behavior with two gradients. One is wall avoidance followed in decreasing direction. The last parameter of the kilob gradient tracking config add indicates
whether the added gradient can cause the robot to stuck on the wall or on
any other physical object. The parameters of the kilob gradient tracking init
call are as follows:
• CHECK PERIOD: sampling period, the amount of time the robot is
allowed to gather gradient values before determining if it is moving in
the right direction or not.
• TURN SMALL MU/SIGMA: mean and variance in milliseconds of the
normal distribution from which the turn times are drawn. Small turn
is executed when perpendicular motion is detected (gradient value not
changing for CHECK PERIOD).
• TURN LARGE MU/SIGMA: mean and variance in milliseconds of the
normal distribution from which the turn times are drawn. Large turn
is executed when a wrong gradient value is detected.
• STUCK TIMEOUT: time in milliseconds to wait until the turn direction of the robot is changed when in evasion state. Only has effect if
the gradient is configured as one that can cause the robot to be stuck.
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3.7.3

Tracking of Kilobot State and Position

Spatial distribution of robots is a high value information source when doing
experiments, able to give some interesting insights, such as choke points in the
experiment area where robots spend a lot of time, clustering on the walls, in
the corners, etc. This information can be tracked using video cameras above
the experiment area and post processing the video file, tracking individual
robots and saving their positions. Another interesting, but often hard to
observe information source is the inner state of the robot. The Kilobots
are able to indicate their inner state by lighting up an RGB LED. A more
complex state space might be represented by blinking the LED, but as the
state representation scheme gets more complex, the video post processing gets
more complex too. Therefore it would be nice if the robots could represent
their state and the Kilogrid could save that in an output file along with the
robot’s coordinates.
The third behavior implemented by me does exactly that, it enables the
Kilobots to fill a byte array of up to 7 bytes with binary data that will be
forwarded to the PC controlling the Kilogrid. The behavior works by the user
declaring a variable of type tracking user data t and filling up the byte buffer
in it with arbitrary data representing the state of the robot. The controller
calls the kilob tracking function with the variable containing the tracking
data and this function will create an IR message to be sent with the help of
the messaging behavior every 2s. So the user controller can call kilob tracking
an arbitrary number of times, but the data in the passed parameter will be
sampled at 2s intervals. This simplifies the implementation of the robot
controller, because the user does not have to deal with timing, just have to
fill a byte buffer and call a function at every iteration of the controller’s main
loop. This behavior builds on the functionality of the messaging behavior,
therefore outbound messages are placed in a buffer and sent at the first
opportunity.
The tracking messages sent by Kilobots are received by one or more modules and held in a buffer in the module(s), until the Dispatcher polls the
module. At that point, the messages are forwarded to the Dispatcher, where
the address of the sender module is added to the tracking data along with
the timestamp of the message. If the buffer in the Dispatcher fills up, the
messages are forwarded to the PC, where they are saved to the log of the
experiment. This log can be later post processed to analyze the state of Kilobots and their positions during the experiment. The state and position data
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is delayed by at most 4s , because the Kilobot tracking behavior samples user
data with a 2s period and the Dispatcher addresses all modules on average
every 2s. Therefore the timestamps of the tracking messages are accurate
only to about 4s, but since the experiments usually last for 1-2 hours, this
little inaccuracy will not introduce a noticeable bias in the post processed
data.
Listing 3.3: Example usage of the tracking behavior.
# include " kilogrid . h "
# include " kilob_tracking . h "
t r a c k i n g _ u s e r _ d a t a _ t tracking_data ;
int main () {
k il o b _t r a ck i n g _i n i t () ;
while (1) {
tracking_data . byte [0] = 1;
kilob_tracking (& tracking_data ) ;
}
}

In Listing 3.3 I demonstrate the usage of the tracking behavior. As the
other behaviors, it needs to be initialized first. The user defines a variable
with type tracking user data t, which holds the tracking information at any
given time. The kilob tracking function can be called at every iteration of
the control loop, as it will be sampled every 2s by the behavior, therefore no
excess tracking messages are generated.

3.8

Experiments with large number of Kilobots

Thesis 3.2 I have proposed a software library (kilob) to aid the reproducibility of swarm robotics experiments performed with Kilobots. I have validated
the performance advantages of the mixed modulation over direct and indirect
modulations in experiments with 100 Kilobots on the Kilogrid hardware using
the proposed kilob software library. mixed modulation arrived at consensus
approximately 35% faster than direct with the majority rule groupsize G = 5.
[C8, J4]
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To validate the results obtained from the theoretical models, I performed
experiments with 100 Kilobots. In this section all the building blocks introduced before in this chapter were combined: the goal was to compare the
three modulations introduced in Section 3.3, the experiments were run on the
Kilogrid hardware introduced in Section 3.6, the Kilobot controller utilizes
the behaviors from Section 3.7.
The robot controller will be the same for all three modulations. All
parameters, message exchanges, navigation and high-level state machine is
the same, only the used modulation changes. Robots receive IR messages
containing the gradient and cell type information. The former contains the
gradients that guide the robots to the nest and to the sites, while the latter
identifies the cell under the robot as nest, site A or site B. The position of
site A and B and the nest can be observed on Figure 3.13. Robots start at
random positions in the experiment area. If a robot starts in the nest, it will
be in dissemination state, if it starts outside of the nest, it first starts moving
towards the nest. If a robot enters the nest, it changes to dissemination state
and disseminates its opinion for the time determined by the used modulation. If the dissemination time is over, the robot gathers opinions from the
neighbors and applies the majority rule. If the outcome of the majority rule
is site A, the robot starts moving toward and exploring site A, otherwise
site B. When entering the target site, the robot starts exploring, which is
a simple random walk. While exploring it gathers quality information that
is broadcast by the cells. If the exploration time is over, the robot starts
moving back to the nest. This is the state machine of all the robots in the
experiment. The gradients guiding them can be observed on Figure 3.12.
The wall avoidance gradient is always obeyed by the robots. For example
if a robot moves to the nest, it will perform gradient descend on the wall
avoidance and the nest gradients.
The methodology I chose was to find a configuration of the binary decision
problem introduced in Section 3.3, where the indirect modulation will reach
consensus on opinion B, direct modulation will alternate between opinion A
and B and mixed modulation will always converge on opinion A. The goal
is to show the difference between modulations at the point, where direct
modulation starts to fail (can work only 50% of the time). The parameter
combination for the configuration was determined by trial and error. The
first set parameter is wa = 0.5, so the swarm always starts from a balanced
initial condition: 50% opinion A and B.
The theoretical model can predict how the different modulations will
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Figure 3.13: Experiment configuration on the Kilogrid.
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work if it is given the right parameters. One of the assumptions of the
theoretical model is that the agents in the nest are well-mixed, meaning that
encountering any agent in the swarm as a neighbor is equally likely for all
agents. Agents perform random walk in the nest to come in contact and
mix with other agents. In theory the longer they perform random walk, the
better the mixing of agents.
Therefore the first task was to fix the parameters and minimum length
(parameter g in the theoretical model) of the random walk kilob behavior
that robots will perform in the nest. There are 4 parameters: 2 for the
straight part of random walk and the other 2 for the turning part. Random
walk involves an agent moving straight for a random amount of time and
then turning in a random direction for a random amount. The direction of
turning was set to be uniform, 50 − 50% for clockwise and counter clockwise.
The amount of seconds an agent moves straight is a sample from a random
variable S ≈ N (µ, σ), where µ = 25 for the nest and µ = 15 for the sites, and
σ = 1.5. The turning time is a sample from a random variable T ≈ N (µ, σ),
where µ = 3 and σ = 1.
With these random walk parameters, different values for the g parameter
of the model (the amount of time robots perform random walk in the nest)
were tested: 5, 10 and 15 minutes. I set up 100 robots with fixed opinions(5050 A-B), placed randomly on the experiment area and started the experiment,
leaving out the decision making behavior. The length of time robots spent
in the sites were exponentially distributed with a mean of 1 minute. The
runs lasted 2 hours each and from the tracking data I counted for robots in
dissemination state the number of neighbors with opinion A and B. The nest
on the Kilogrid consists of 10x10 modules in the center of the experiment area.
These modules were aggregated into a 4x4 grid and Kilobot tracking messages
in cells of the 4x4 grid were counted. From this data I plotted a heatmap for
different g values and judged the well-mixed property by looking for a uniform
distribution inside the nest. Since the data collected gives insight into how
the individual robots perceive their environment (distribution of neighbors
with opinion A and B), the ideal would have been to see the same amount
of neighbors with opinion A and B at every point of the 4x4 grid. This ideal
uniform distribution was never achieved, because robots tend to stick to the
side of the nest from where they came: the left side for robots coming from
site A and the right side for robots coming from site B. However g = 10
seemed like a good compromise of time and uniformity of robot locations
inside the nest. It is important to note that the Kilobots cannot perform
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Figure 3.14: Average number of neighbors with opinion A or B in the nest
while in dissemination state.
experiments longer than 2-2.5 hours, because of continuous movement, due
to battery capacity limitations. Therefore a tradeoff had to be found between
better mixing of robots inside the nest and feasibility of the experiment. The
distribution of neighbors in the nest with opinion A and B is reported on
Figure 3.14.
From the tracking data of the experiments done to obtain a good approximation for parameter g of the model (to ensure approximate well-mixed
property of the robots in the nest) I could extract the traveling times of the
robots from the nest to the sites and back. Robots start traveling from the
nest when they switch from dissemination to exploration states. At that
point they start following a gradient that guides them from the nest to the
desired site, meanwhile also obeying the wall-avoidance gradient. The distribution of measured traveling times can be observed in Figure 3.15 in the
direction of the site and back to the nest respectively. The environment
robots can perceive is symmetric: it consists of the gradients guiding them
in the direction of the sites and back to the nest, and the gradient keeping the
robots away from the walls. There is no difference in distance when robots
move to the sites and back to the nest. However as can be seen from the
figure, there is a difference between directions in the distribution of traveling
times measured from the tracking data of the Kilobots. This can be caused
by the “traffic” in the experiment area (there are 100 robots moving often
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Figure 3.15: Distribution of measured traveling times for robots for 2 runs
(g = 10 and g = 15 test run combined) both spanning 2 hours.
in opposite directions) or not perfect balance and flatness of the Kilogrid
surface. The mean for the site direction N S = 90s and the nest direction
SN = 95s were used later in the design of the experiment.
The parameters remaining undecided is the difficulty of the problem and
qa and qb . The difficulty was defined as ρa = 1, rhob = 0.9, therefore it is
a difficult decision problem. With these experiments I wanted to show the
effectiveness of the mixed modulation, therefore qa > qb is a constraint. Let
qb = 1 to minimize the runtime of the experiment, recall that the Kilobots
can only run continuously for about 2-2.5 hours. At this point I devised
the value qa = 7.8 by trial and error to create a configuration that has the
characteristics: g = 10 to ensure the well-mixed property, minimum traveling
times needed by the robots to actually move from the nest to the sites and a
value for qa to ensure the difference between the three modulations I wanted
to compare. The behavior of the modulations for this configuration can be
seen in Figure 3.16, with different line types corresponding to the different
modulations. The green line in the middle (at wa = 0.5) is the configuration
of all the experiment runs (50-50% of robots initialized with opinion A and
B). The intersection of this line with the corresponding lines of the three
different modulations give the expected results of the real experiment runs.
Therefore I expect the indirect modulation to converge on opinion B; direct
is in theory undecided, 50-50% chance of arriving on opinion A or B; mixed
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Figure 3.16: Theoretical end result for the experiment configuration for the
three different modulations.
to always arrive at opinion A.
This is the configuration corresponding to the current size of the Kilogrid
and the programmed behavior of the robots (characteristics of random walk
and gradient following), that is the limit of the direct modulation. If site
A is farther away, the direct modulation will always converge on opinion B,
therefore it would not be usable.
I performed 10 runs for each modulation,each run was at least 2 hours
long, since the Kilobots battery capacity allows for 2-2.5 hours of continuous motion. The results of the runs are presented as box plots, each box
representing the state of the system at the end of the 6 minute time slice
corresponding to the box. The box plot was chosen, since there were 10
runs for each modulation, and it is a useful tool to represent distributions.
Figures 3.17, 3.18 and 3.19 report the results of the performed robotic exper106
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Figure 3.17: Results of 10 runs with indirect modulation.
iments. Each figure represents opinion A as 0 and opinion B as 1. Every run
therefore starts at opinion 0.5, representing a balanced system, where 50%
of the agents have opinion A and 50% has opinion B. Before each run the
robots were fully charged, calibrated and placed randomly on the experiment
area without paying attention to their opinions. The robots on top of sites
begin moving back to the nest instantly, robots in the nest start with the
dissemination state.
Figure 3.17 reports the results for the indirect modulation. Recall, that
this modulation should always result in consensus on opinion B (see Figure
3.16). As expected, every run ended with consensus on opinion B, taking
about 100-120 minutes to complete. Since site A was farther away from the
nest, than site B, this result is expected and serves as a validation of the
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Figure 3.18: Results of 10 runs with direct modulation.
robots controller and the theoretical model.
The results of the direct modulation can be seen in Figure 3.18. The configuration of the whole experiment was derived from the theoretical model
and the used wa = 0.5 initial condition is supposed to be the tipping point for
the direct modulation. According to the theoretical model the system should
stay undecided. However that should never happen in reality, since random
effects play an important role in experiments involving real hardware. These
effects are collisions between robots, different travel lengths between the nest
and the sites depending on the angle the robot is traveling, communication
failures happening when a large amount of robots try to communicate in a
small area causing interference. The results that can be seen in Figure 3.18
indicate that there is a mismatch between the theoretical model and the real
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robot experiments. It seems that the travel times and the chosen random
walk amount in site A resulted in a situation, where the direct modulation
still works. The results are consistent, 10 out of 10 runs ended in consensus
on opinion A, however the expectation was that at least 1 or 2 runs would
result in consensus on opinion B. This result could be caused by violating
the well-mixed property that is a given in the theoretical model. Looking at
Figure 3.14 one can observe that the distribution of opinions is not uniform
in the nest, therefore the agents in the nest are not strictly well-mixed. A
spatial bias in the opinions could influence the outcome of the experiments
and result in favoring opinion A over B, therefore disagreeing with the theoretical model. The time needed to reach consensus for this modulation is
90-110 minutes, which is a bit faster than with the indirect modulation. The
consensus reached in this case is sufficient, about 94% of the robots have
opinion A at the end of the experiments.
The mixed modulation was the third one tested and it is the one that
needs the largest amount of information. It depends on approximations of
the traveling time made by robots, which has a distribution that can be
seen in Figure 3.15. The results for this modulation should be consensus
on opinion A for every run performed. Indeed as can be seen in Figure
3.19 the swarm converges on opinion A and does it significantly faster than
the direct modulation, about 55-75 minutes needed. The convergence in
this configuration is a given if one observes the outcome of the theoretical
model (in Figure 3.16) and the experience gained from the runs with direct
modulation (opinion A, is favored). The increase in speed (approximately
35%) is significant, because the Kilobots can perform only approximately
2-2.5 hours of continuous motion, therefore the modulation in itself could
expand the variety of experiments that could be performed with the Kilobots
and the Kilogrid.
Also the consensus reached with this modulation is stronger than the
one reached with direct modulation, on average approximately 97% of the
robots has opinion A at the end of the experiment. About 3% of the robots
remain on opinion B at the end of the experiment, which is half the amount
compared to the direct modulation. This could be the effect of the faster
convergence, because as the batteries of robots drain, they begin to move
slower, therefore the random walk and wall avoidance that works with fully
charged batteries might start to work worse with drained ones. This could
mean that the robots are performing less round trips as time moves forward.
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Figure 3.19: Results of 10 runs with mixed modulation.
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3.9

Conclusion

In this chapter I have introduced a formulation of the binary decision problem, where there are two sites (A and B) and a nest. Agents move between
these locations, sampling the quality of each site and try to reach consensus on the better site (always A in the experiments). Different modulation
mechanisms were evaluated that are suitable for different configurations of
the problem. The modulation controls the time agents spend in the nest
disseminating their current opinion. The enumerated modulations were indirect, suitable for simple scenarios, where one of the sites are farther away.
In this configuration no information is needed about the sites, agents only
have to move between the sites and the nest and disseminate their opinions
for a constant amount of time. The next, direct modulation, is usable when
there is quality information available in the sites. This quality information
can be anything, for example a physical property, such as the site’s size.
Agents in this case disseminate for a period of time proportional to the site’s
quality. This modulation was used in cases, where the two sites were equal
distance from the nest, but their qualities were different.
The combination of the previous two configurations was not evaluated
before, such as: the site with the better quality is farther away from the
nest than the one with inferior quality. This situation can be interpreted as
such that the environment is “working” against the swarm, but the desired
outcome would still be consensus on the site with better quality. For this
configuration I proposed a new modulation, called mixed, and evaluated it
in the ODE model proposed for the binary decision problem in other works.
The outcome of the simulation was that the mixed modulation is able to work
in this configuration and achieves consensus faster than direct modulation,
but at the price of depending on the approximate traveling times between
the sites and the nest, measured by the agents. This information might not
be available all the time or the used physical agents might not be able to
calculate precise approximations.
In the second part of the chapter I introduced the Kilobot and the Kilogrid hardwares that are used later for the robot experiments. The Kilogrid
is a virtualized experiment area enabling the emulation of virtual sensors
and actuators to enhance the limited hardware of the Kilobot robot. I also
developed part of the kilob library that is used to implement experiments
on the Kilobots and in particular on the Kilogrid. These behaviors, such
as random walk, tracking or gradient following, enable the fast consistent
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development of robot controllers. Developers do not have to worry about the
implementation details and nuances involved with queuing multiple messages
on the Kilobot or performing random walk at certain points in the experiment. Using the library also ensures reproducibility of the experiments and
makes understanding the code much easier.
The last part of the chapter involves a series of experiments carried out
with 100 Kilobots on the Kilogrid. The exact configuration of the experiment was derived by measuring the physical constraints of the experiment
area (Kilogrid) and the Kilobots, such as how long it takes to move from the
nest to one of the sites or how long should the robots perform random walk in
the nest to be approximately well-mixed. After measuring these parameters,
they were input to the theoretical model, and a configuration was derived
that causes the indirect modulation to always converge on opinion B, direct
to be theoretically remain undecided and mixed to converge on opinion A.
The configuration was run on real hardware for 10 runs each modulation and
the results evaluated. In the case of indirect and mixed modulations, the
results were as expected. The case of direct modulation showed convergence
on opinion A for all 10 runs. This indicates a mismatch between the theoretical model and the actual behavior of the robots. This could be explained by
the collisions experienced by the robots or clusters forming randomly during
experiment, where robots are not able to move for several minutes. Another
possible explanation is the violation of the well mixed property in the nest
required by the theoretical model. The swarm is only approximately well
mixed due to runtime constraints posed by the battery capacity of the Kilobots. However the proposed modulation, “mixed”, arrived at consensus on
opinion A 100% of the experiments and did it faster than direct modulation,
making it a better candidate for experiments done with real robots.
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Chapter 4
Conclusion and Future Works
My dissertation focused on self-organized systems, where order emerges from
disorder via interactions between agents and random perturbations. These
systems eliminate the need for central entities, thus eliminate single point of
failures. I have focused on self-organized systems as defined by [1] and [2]. I
have covered three different topics, ranging from information dissemination
in a MANET environment, patrolling on general graphs to decision making
in robotic swarms.
In Chapter 1 my goal was to enhance information dissemination protocols
used in a MANET environment with adaptability and enable them to change
in order to perform better in a particular scenario. To accomplish this, I first
designed the system for measuring the performance of different protocol implementations by the agents. This system utilizes on-line distributed genetic
programming to find the best implementation of the information dissemination protocols. Next I defined a genetic programming language (GPDISS) to
represent different implementations of well-known protocols and variants of
them that arise during the application of genetic operators, such as crossover
and mutation.
Simulations confirmed that the autonomous, online protocol evolution
model is a promising approach to optimize multihop broadcast networks, by
giving them the possibility to self-adapt. I was measuring performance of
resulting protocols with a score metric, defined as the number of duplicate
messages subtracted from the number of useful ones sent by a protocol. In
the experiments, evolution produced 50 − 66% gain in terms of achieved
average score, and also significantly improved the worst-case score and the
variance of scores.
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An important limitation of the model is that being based on a quasirandom search, it cannot provide any quality guarantee on the short term;
for example, it cannot by claimed that the next generation of protocols will
always be an improvement compared to the current one. While guarantees do
not exist for the quality of protocol individuals, based on the performed simulations I observed that the overall performance (measured scores of protocols)
of the system shows an increasing trend for the tested configurations. It is
important to note, that this research did not address changing environments
and as such cannot provide any information on how fast the convergence is
in different environmental settings. As the search space is increased by enabling protocol evolution, convergence might slow down and this can become
a concern in dynamic environments, where agents are added / removed and
the communication needs are changing in time. These concerns should be
addressed in future works to understand the convergence speed of the system
and be able to track changes in the environment.
In Chapter 2 I have focused on patrolling, coordinating multiple agents
on a graph in order to visit points of interest defined by the user in a timely
manner. Patrolling can be useful for several defensive tasks, such as guarding a physical space with UAVs or for precision agriculture, where UAVs
or other agents gather measurements about the crops. I have proposed a
self-organized graph partitioning algorithm to use in a multi-agent patrolling
scenario. The result of the partitioning algorithm is a set of subgraphs that
can be used by patrolling agents as their individual patrolling tasks. These
subgraphs are formed cooperatively by the agents on the graph without any
central help or control. Using subgraphs of the original graph allows to completely avoid interference between agents, therefore have them performing in
a parallel and deterministic manner. The cost function used in this chapter was the difference in number of nodes between partitions, but changing
this cost function opens up possibilities for designers of patrolling systems to
tailor the resulting partitions to their use case.
I have shown that the time needed for partitioning using PBPS scales
sublinearly with the number of agents. This property is in contrast with
planning approaches, that usually have worse scaling properties, making it
viable to employ this strategy on larger graphs and with a larger amount
of agents. However this remains to be seen and is part of future works to
evaluate PBPS not just on graphs used widely in current literature but with
large graphs (thousands of nodes) and a large and varying number of agents.
Understanding the performance of PBPS in such environments could give
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further proof of the applicability of the algorithm in a real patrolling scenario.
I compared the performance of agents using different patrolling strategies,
such as CR, SEBS and my PBPS. Patrolling performance was judged by
the distribution of worse idleness times for all nodes in the graph, represented
as box plots. In every tested case PBPS came out ahead, and on two maps
the necessary number of agents for PBPS were half of what was required by
CR and SEBS for the same performance.
In Chapter 3 I have introduced a formulation of the binary decision problem in robotic swarms. In this part of the dissertation I have focused on
a problem involving an order of magnitude more agents than the patrolling
problem. Efficient decision making is important as it enables robots to overcome their inherent limitations. Incapable and underpowered robots can
arrive at robust decisions together as a collective, for example the technology can help nanorobots identify sites for drug delivery in the future.
Swarm robotics applications also include surveillance, hazard detection and
path finding without human involvement with dispensable, cheap hardware.
I have investigated three different configuration of the problem, called indirect, direct and mixed. The configurations include two sites, associated
with opinion A and B and a nest, where agents can exchange opinions. The
configurations differ in the site distances from the nest (for site A and B)
and the quality metric associated with the sites. There are well-known solutions for the indirect and direct configuration, but none exists for the mixed
configuration. The mixed configuration can be interpreted as such that the
environment is “working” against the swarm, but the desired outcome would
still be consensus on the site with better quality. For this configuration I proposed a new modulation (the function determining the opinion dissemination
time in the nest), called mixed, and evaluated it in the ordinary differential
equation model proposed for the binary decision problem in other works. The
outcome of the simulation was that the mixed modulation is able to work
in this configuration and achieves consensus faster than direct modulation,
but at the price of depending on the approximate traveling times between
the sites and the nest, measured by the agents. This information might not
be available all the time or the used physical agents might not be able to
calculate precise approximations.
In the second part of the chapter I introduced the Kilobot and the Kilogrid hardwares that are used later for the robot experiments. The Kilogrid
is a virtualized experiment area enabling the emulation of virtual sensors
and actuators to enhance the limited hardware of the Kilobot robot. I also
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developed part of the kilob library that is used to implement experiments
on the Kilobots and in particular on the Kilogrid. These behaviors, such
as random walk, tracking or gradient following, enable the fast consistent
development of robot controllers. Developers do not have to worry about the
implementation details and nuances involved with queuing multiple messages
on the Kilobot or performing random walk at certain points in the experiment. Using the library also ensures reproducibility of the experiments and
makes understanding the code much easier.
The last part of the chapter involves a series of experiments carried out
with Kilobots on the Kilogrid experimental hardware. The exact configuration of the experiment was derived by measuring the physical constraints of
the experiment area (Kilogrid) and the Kilobots, such as how long it takes to
move from the nest to one of the sites or how long should the robots perform
random walk in the nest to be approximately well-mixed. In the case of indirect and mixed modulations, the results were as expected. The results for the
direct modulation indicates a mismatch between the theoretical model and
the actual behavior of the robots. This could be explained by the collisions
experienced by the robots or clusters forming randomly during experiment,
where robots are not able to move for several minutes. Another possible explanation is the violation of the well mixed property in the nest required by
the theoretical model. Future work includes understanding the differences
between the theoretical model and the robotic experiments. The mismatch
between the two concerning the direct modulation is of particular interest.
Another interesting future direction is increasing the number of possible opinions from 2 and investigating how the different modulations scale with the
number of opinions offered to the swarm. The proposed mixed modulation
however performed well, it resulted in a stronger and faster consensus than
direct modulation. This aspect is important for experiments carried out with
robots equipped with a limited amount of battery capacity as changing the
modulation can overcome a hardware limitation of the robots.
In my dissertation I have covered three different topics: information dissemination, patrolling and decision making in robotic swarms. I have proposed improvements to the state of the art and identified future works to continue the research. My proposed solutions make information dissemination
protocols more adaptive, patrolling strategies scalable and able to perform
with fewer resources (agents), decision making more robust and working in
configurations that were not possible before.
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